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TUNEABLE TOM TOM
A startling breakthrough of vital interest to every drummer in the business!

A floor Tom Tom of normal size offering a range of tone and performance
comparable to that of the great symphonic orchestra timpani.
A masterpiece of engineering whose concert pedal tuning provides smooth and
efficient action throughout the full range.
Glissandi... immediate tuning in tone changes... notes building into chords
...instant blocking of any desired tone by means of a locking screw...
all are now available to the drummer to suit his mood and inspiration.

Exclusive Distributors
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CARL FISCHER MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,INC.
105 EAST 16TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003
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education in ¡azz
by Alan Dawson

By CHARLES SUBER
change are blowing o’er
the land.
There are hints and evidences of changes
in the music world that arc worth noting
for their present and future effect. This is
not a crystal ball reading but a quick look
at the evidence at hand.
The “jazz-is-dead” virus has been isolated
to a tiny group of head-shaking critics,
passe musicians, record company hucksters,
and other musical Cassandras. The cry
itself is a mournful wail of self pity
coupled with some “good-old-days” delu
sions. It should come as no surprise to
Down Beat readers that jazz is alive and
well and living wherever you wish it to be.
The point is that too many people have
been gulled by word labels without recog
nizing the music’s content for what it actu
ally is. Now—and more so in the im
mediate future—musicians are looking at
jazz as the umbrella term it is. A term that
encompasses most of soul, rhythm-andblues, and bits and pieces of ever evoluting rock. The change is to a more positive
attitude of how and why jazz is many
things to many people.
The idea of jazz as part of a so-called
third stream of musical composition is also
dead. It is being properly replaced by the
use of jazz in musical forms heretofore
reserved for classical composition . . .
symphony, fugue, oratorio, concerto and
combinations thereof. Another element
the winds of
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coming into increased use can only be
classified so far as electronic music. Some
where this side of John Cage and the
nether side of synthesization there is this
other tool and means of expression for the
musician. This is not yet the time or place
to debate its merits as music, only to note
the change.
Music education is changing at a more
rapid pace Ihan the schools themselves
realize. Since most new music forms and
styles are under the supervision of youngish
faculty members (or not in the formal
music curriculum at all), music school deans
are not often aware of what is changing in
their domain. The fact that most deans arc
unaware of jazz at large remains true btit
there are signs that some awareness is seep
ing in by osmosis. Above and beyond the
deans are the institutes and foundations
that remain wedded to an almost incestuous
regard for safe and established projects
that bear little relevance to music as it is.
But winds are wafting even into the marble
halls and carpeted offices. Social and politi
cal pressures are springing loose some at
tention and funds to something olher than
museum music. Call it, if you will, a war
on poverty of the mind.
The most significant changes in music—
or rather the attitudes to music—are com
ing about by forces we only dimly under
stand. The United States is rapidly becom
ing an over-populated country, not in
proportion of people lo land but of people
in cities. We are 200 million now, most
likely 300 million within the next 30 years.
It’s not only how our technology will
change to meet this crushing demand but
how our outlets to sanity—music and the
arts—will change.
Stick around.
KPi

I’ve been teaching al Berklee now for
over 12 years, years of growth for the
school and, 1 believe, a time of very
important growth for me as a teacher
and performing musician. I enjoy and
profit from my
continued profes
sional career com
bined with a full
teaching load.
Teaching keeps you
abreast of what’s
going on: you keep
in touch with the
young musicians
and learn from
them. Playing with
ALAN DAWSON
prof e s s i o n a I s
sharpens my own abilities and concepts
which I can then transmit to the ever
eager students. If we at Berklee can
continue to instill the standards of pro
fessionalism in our students then all
music and all music teaching is bene
fited.
Alan Dawson joined the Berklee
faculty in 1957, is now supervisor of
Drum Instruction.
Dawson began his professional career
at the age of 14 with Boston band
leader Tasker Crosson, and then on to
Sabby Lewis’ big jazz band. After a
stint in the Army band at Fort Dix. he
joined Lionel Hampton wilh other jazz
greats: Art Farmer, Quincy Iones (a
Berklee Alumnus), Jimmy Cleveland,
and Clifford Brown. His first records
were made in Paris, while touring with
Hampton, with Brown and Gigi Gryce.
In recent years Dawson has been in
great demand but has limited his awayfrom-Berklee playing to occasional brief
tours wilh Dave Brubeck and making
most of the big jazz festivals. In Boston
he plays with most jazz groups coming
into town as well as appearances with
fellow Berklee faculty members Herb
Pomeroy, John LaPorta, and Charlie
Mariano, He will he featured (with
Clark Terry) at the New Orleans Jazz
Festival June 1-6.
•
For a copy of our current catalog and more
information about the Berklee approach to
preparing students for professional careers
as inslrumenlalisls/arrangers/fcachers, write
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1140 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 02215
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Dance Band Arranging
Jazz Composition, etc.
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It’ll do anything you say
It’s up to you. This is the organ for the pro —the
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alongs to swing-alongs—from Latin to Manhattan
—this instrument is limited only by the performer’s
imagination. Built to whisper. Built to blast . . .
built to last. Whether the atmosphere calls for quiet,

moody melodies or the belt-’em-out, sock-it-to-me
jazz, the PR-200 is a “pro”, through and through.
Talk to your Baldwin
Dealer. He’ll be glad to T3 ~ 1 J VX/I
have you try this excit- J—W 1.11
ing new instrument.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
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I have twice read John Litweiler's re
view of Ornette Coleman’s New York Is
Now! (DB, Jan. 23), and I have played
the record once.
According to your reviewer, the album
is “burdened with one of the most totally
unsympathetic rhythm sections that Cole
man ever has worked wilh.” Jimmy Gar
rison’s “occasional uses of counterrhythmic figures sound unfortunately stiff,”
while Coleman’s “freedom seems to psy
chologically inhibit the drummer.” More
over, the horns mix with the drums like
“oil and water”, and on Broad Way “Gar
rison chooses to play the dullest lines pos
sible.”
Dewey Redman apparently gets a “bro
ken bugle sound” on his tenor, and there
is “calculated disorder” in a program that
is “quite nutty.” Although Garden has a
"stodgy” theme, the performance is a
“tour de force”, Coleman leading “Garri
son and Jones through a menagerie of
tempos and emotions.” “The height of
collective lunacy is achieved,” Litweiler
claims, “in the indescribable Commercial,
in which nothing really happens, . . .”
Despite these observations, the record
is awarded five stars. I submit that this
is extremely unfair to musicians who op
erate in other categories where collective
lunacy is not a virtue, where stars and
half stars are customarily deducted for
minor faults (cf. Harvey Pekar’s review
of Introducing Duke Pearson’s Big Band
in the same issue).
Since jazz is now a music of many styles
and facets, the allocation of records to
sympathetic reviewers makes sense, but
the star system has obviously outlasted
any usefulness it ever had. It would be
better, I believe, to award stars annually
by a consensus of your reviewers rather
than at the spur-of-the-moment whim of
an individual.
Stanley Dance
Rowayton, Conn.

Whose Who?
Harvey Pekar deserves a medal for his
appreciation of the Who (DB, Feb. 6).
In a day where fans and critics can only
show “me-too” adoration for such lesser
groups as Cream and Hendrix, it is re
freshing to see this superlative group put
on top where it belongs.
It is odd that Pekar seems to underrate
Roger Daltrey. The tone, expression and
range of this man are amazing. Perhaps he
missed Daltrey’s unbelievable rendition of
Bo Diddley’s Pin A Man on the first Brit
ish LP. And while free with his welldeserved praise of A Quick One, he neg
lected to mention Real, from the third
American LP, which is of at least equal
significance.
But the rest of the description is superb
ly accurate. The group must be seen live
to be appreciated. While many so-called
greats (Ginger Baker, et al.) rely on mi
crophones to amplify their styles, Keith
10 □ DOWN BEAT

That’s Anthony Williams doing the driving
on those Gretsch Drums.

And when Tony's on the band, everything's under control! He drives the rhythm
section with sound conviction. And that great sound is Gretsch.
Where only the best is good enough, Tony chooses the new Gretsch
Snare Drum with the Lightning Throwoff—the throwoff so fast and
modern, it releases with just a flick. For power and quality you can feel,
take a tip from a real pro like Tony Williams — go Gretsch!
There’s a Gretsch drum for you.
Write for the full-color Gretsch Drum catalog
and get in on the action.

The Fred Gretsch Company, Inc. 60 Broadway, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211

Moon projects power and complexity unamplified. John Entwistle is more adept on
bass, using both fingers and flat pick, than
any of his contemporaries. Peter Town
shend is a show in himself. This unit is
truly the World’s Most Sensational Group.
Thomas R. Roth, Jr.
Deerfield, III.
Harvey Pekar’s fine article on the Who
in your Feb. 6 issue was an example of a
type of writing found all too infrequently
in your pages. Initially, I thought his piece
was merely a conventional assessment of a
relatively unknown (in the U.S.) rock
group, but Pekar’s sly wit and dead-pan
approach soon had me chuckling. His
citation of some of their lyrics and his
discussion of Peter Townshend’s nose were
especially nice touches. Let’s have more of
these droll put-ons.
Myron Brigman
Chicago, Ill.

to the
drumstick!
(The Pro-Mark gold
band proves it)

(And innovations, like
our exclusive Sure-Grip
Model shown here, also
prove it. This exciting
new Pro-Mark design
has a purpose. The di
ameter of the stick is
reduced and made thin
ner in the "grip" or
"hold" area. The bal
ance and control point
is shaped and designed
onto the stick. The
drummer automatically
holds it in the correct,
most comfortable
position.)

Schlitten Rates
Ira Gitler did a beautiful article on Don
Schlitten (DB, Ian. 23). I think that many
readers, including myself, did not realize
that there are only two independent jazz
labels in existence. Pat Martino, Eric
Kloss, Jaki Byard, Sonny Criss, Steve
Lacy, Eric Dolphy and Booker Little aren’t
the type of musicians a record company
enjoys commercial success with.
In fact, it’s not too easy to make it on
jazz alone. It takes an artist like Schlitten
to look at the business end of jazz like an
artist. Cats like him keep jazz alive. . . .
Christian Beltley, Jr.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Pro-Mark craftsmen
spend all of their time
designing and producing
the world’s finest per
cussion specialities. It’s
a full-time business with
us ... not a part-time
sideline. With us, it’s not
enough just to make 42
drumstick models. We
make 42 HANDMADE
models. Hand-shaped,
hand rubbed, hand-fin
ished. The result is the
finest drumstick ever
made... and the finest
drumstick ever played.
The greatest drummers
insist on Pro-Mark qual
ity. Why don't you . . .
if you don’t already?

The Past Recaptured
What I enjoy most about reading Down
Bent is the past issues. The articles I may
have missed keep me informed and give
me plenty of insight on the jazz world to
day.
One article in particular that I always
enjoy studying, shall I say, is the article
you had on Coltrane: Man in the Middle
(DB, Dec. 14, 1967). I had really never
known him until I bought one of his
albums (Ole Coltrane) and began listen
ing to him. I now have 20 of his albums
and respect this immortal man as much as
1 do his jazz.
Jazz is a great thing these days, as I
have found out. I intend to keep my sub
scription going as long as Down Beat
keeps going. It’s quite a “gig!”
Jim Burns
Elkhart, Ind.

Fire And Brim stone
SURE-GRIP DRUMSTICKS
ONLY
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Write for Free brochure on ali
handmade Pro-Mark sticks.
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PRO-MARK. P. O. Box 8032
Houston. Toxas 77004
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Regarding the record reviews in the
Feb. 6 issue: First of all, in John Litweiler’s review of the James-Brim Tough
album, I feel he unjustly dismisses the
three Brim sides. . . . Brim is accompanied
by Little Walter, Freddy Below and, I
believe, Robert Lockwood. A review of the
album in Jazz Journal, the English pub
lication, did give the personnel. . . . The
Elmore James tracks featured the Johnny
Jones Band, with J. T. Brown, the sax
player referred to in the review. Odie
Payne was tire drummer in the group. If
the album, is as important'as Litwciler

states, how come the low rating?
AI Heineman’s Wheels of Fire review
was far too generous to Cream. Heineman
is far too prejudiced towards Cream to be
able to dispassionately review their work.
Also, how much of Cream’s impact de
pends on volume? To me, more than it
should. I enjoy your publication very
much, and keep up the fine work.
Ronald Weinstock
Cleveland, Ohio

Cap’n Handy In Connecticut
Chris Albertson’s review of two Cap’n
John Handy LPs (DB, Dec. 26, 1968)
contained some inaccuracies (and since
mention is made of the Connecticut Tradi
tional Jazz Club, I forward the ensuing
comments).
1, The CTJC did assemble the band for
the RCA date. Brad McCuen’s attention
and cooperation for a recording of this
group was solicited by the club, and it is
to McCuen’s credit that he recognized the
value of featuring Handy in a traditional
setting. As Albertson notes, this was quite
different from the first RCA album which
featured Handy with a six-piece swing
band.
2. The Jazz Crusade album was record
ed and issued quite independently of the
CTJC. It is true that the club was instru
mental in bringing John Handy to Con
necticut in Dec. 1965 . . . and. on several
subsequent occasions, but it did not or-

ganize or sponsor the Jazz Crusade record
ing date.
To the best of my knowledge, this date
was (made in) March or April 1966 . . .
at least two years prior to the second RCA
session. Thus, the two releases were not
“recorded around the same time” as stated
in the review.
I am sure it is not always easy to as
certain all the ins and outs of each record
reviewed, so I trust you will accept the
above comments not as criticism, but as
a means of correcting the record.
Albert Vollmer
President
Connecticut Traditional Jazz Club, Inc.

Dionne’s Blindfold
I have always enjoyed Down Beat and
especially your Blindfold Test. It really
did it to me to hear a real artist like
Dionne Warwick (DB, Feb. 6) tell it like
it is, about so-called singers Bassey and
Uggams. Keep up the great work.
Lou Gray
U.S. Army

It Wasn’t B.
In the New York Strictly Ad Lib (DB,
Ian. 23), you stated that Billy Eckstine
sang at the tribute to Ella Fitzgerald. May
1 correct you? It was not Eckstine; it was
a very talented young singer named Harold
Dumont, who has appeared on TV several
times recently with Nipsey Russell. He has
an unusual voice, and I should like to see
much more of him.
Phyllis Cohen
Fort Lee, N.J.

Now there are 3 models in the 200-watt Guild Quantum Amplifier series □ Quantum X is for guitar, bass and organ, with
2-15 inch J.B.Lansing D-130F speakers. Quantum Bass DeLuxe, for bass and organ, gives you 2-15" Lansing D-140F's.
Quantum Bass Standard, also for bass and organ, is moderately priced and has 2 very heavy duty 15" speakers. All have
2 channels (4 inputs), 3 position tone switch in each channel, and master volume. All are vented for cool operation.
Make your choice. Write for Guild Amplifier Supplement 7167-B today.
GUILD MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, HOBOKEN; NEW JERSEY 07030
A DIVISION OF AVNET, INC.
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WEIN BRINGS JAZZ TO
NEW YORK ROCK CENTER
George Wein, that intrepid entrepreneur
of jazz, has done it again. On March 2,
he initiated a regular Sunday night jazz
series at New York’s Fillmore East, until
now the almost exclusive domain of rock,
blues and pop.
“I think this opportunity for a weekly
venue for jazz is the most important tiling
that could happen lo the music in New
York," said Wein, and judging from the
promising lineups for the first two events,
he may well be. right.
The March 2 kickoff featured Clark
Terry's big band; The Newport All-Stars;
the Herbie Hancock Sextet; Thelonious
Monk with a special sextet, and the Billy
Taylor Trio. March 9 is slated for Duke
Pearson’s big band. Wild Bill Davison’s
Jazz Giants, the Bill Evans Trio with guest
Jeremy Steig, the Roy Eldridge Quintet,
and Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers.
Tickets are scaled at S3, 4 arid 5, and
curtain time is 7 p.m. Emceeing chores
will be handled by WLIB-FM’s house trio,
Billy Taylor, Del Shields and Ed Williams.

GOOD NEWS: COLEMAN,
DON CHERRY REUNITE
Ornette Coleman, who has been rela
tively inactive in recent months, will debut
a new group in concert March 22 at Loeb
Student Center of New York University in
downtown Manhattan.
The new quintet retinites Coleman with
cornetist Don Cherry, recently returned
from Europe. The remaining members are
musicians with whom Coleman was asso
ciated during 1968: tenor saxophonist
Dewey Redman, bassist Charlie Haden,
and young Denardo Coleman, the leader's
son, on drums.
Bob Messinger, Coleman’s new manager,
told Down Beat that he intends to con
centrate on college and other concert book
ings for the group rather than night club
appearances,
Coleman and Cherry last appeared to
gether in 1962, and their reunion might
well be one of the year’s major jazz events.

THIRD BERKELEY JAZZ
FEST SET FOR APRIL
The University of California at Berkeley
will present its third annual jazz festival
April 25-26 at the Greek Theater on the
U.C. campus.
Artists booked for the two evening
concerts are Max Roach, the Cannonball
Adderley Quintet, the Archie Shepp Quin
tet, Herbie Hancock’s new sextet, and Nina
Simone with a 10-piece instrumental and
vocal backup group.
Roach will appear with his quintet and
a 25-voice chorus. Selections from the
14 □ DOWN BEAT

drummer’s Freedom Now Sidle and It’s
Time will be performed.
The Saturday afternoon concert will pre
sent a history of African rhythm, narrated
by Adderley, with Roach and percussionist
King Errison. The festival was negotiat
ing at presstime with Art Blakey, Tony
Williams, Big Black and Mongo Santa
maria.
As in previous years, the festival will
be the culmination of a full Jazz Week
on the U.C. campus. Shepp will be artist
in-residence during this period and will
lecture and conduct seminars.
Other artists and activities remain to
be announced.

PRIZE TOPS TATE TOUR;
SAXMAN CHARMS FRENCH
Buddy Tate’s recent European tour was
a great success. The band he led had a
group personality and the kind of in
dividual talents that a discriminating audidence still demands, particularly in France,
Switzerland and Spain, where Tate is cer
tainly more esteemed than in his own
country.
The tenor saxophonist's own solos never
failed to communicate, and trombonist
Dicky Wells also enjoyed a triumph.

at the Hotel de Ville given by the Prix de
l'Academie du Disque Français and pre
sided over by Edgar Faure, Minister of
Education. Tate got an ovation when
Mme. Faure presented him with the diplo
ma for the annual Prix du Jazz, which
had been awarded to his fine Black and
Blue LP, When I’m Blue. It was made on
a previous tour with organist Milt Buckner
and drummer Wallace Bishop.
Also present were such celebrities as
Fernandel, Jean Marais and Regine Cres
pin, all of whom were impressed by Tate’s
manners and noble bow to Mme. Faure.
Fernandel, the famous comic actor, sent
him a message via Michel Perrin: “Comme
je ne parle pas Tamerican, volulez-vous
m’excuser auprès de M. Täte et lui dire
toute mon admiration."

POTPOURRI
Trumpeter Clifford Thornton has been
appointed Visiting Professor in the music
department at Wesleyan University and
will be teaching a course in Afro-American
music during the spring semester, Thorn
ton’s New Art Ensemble was heard in
concert Feb. 27 at New York City’s Don
nell Library.
Rccdman Adolphe Alexander, 70, died
in New Orleans of pneumonia in January.
He was associated with the late Oscar
(Papa) Celestin and numerous other
New Orleans jazz groups.
Members of Clark Terry’s big band
are tutoring a junior 21-piece band made
up of teenage instrumentalists each Tues
day from 2 to 5 p.m. at Club Barron in
Harlem, where the Terry band is currently
appearing Monday nights.

Buddy Tate
Ovation
“What a wonderful surprise,” Hugues
Panassie wrote, “to see him back in good
health, looking 10 years younger, and
blowing as wonderfully as in his best
days." Among the other musicians, trum
peter Dud Baseomb, reedman Ben Rich
ardson, pianist Skip Hall and bassist John
Williams had previously been familiar to
most fans only by records, so their playing
and appearance were always a matter of
lively interest.
A complete concert bj' the band was
recorded in Bordeaux, and Tate also made
an album with trumpeter Bill Coleman.
Luckily, he was in Paris for the reception

Alto saxophonist Marion Brown and his
ensemble (Ambrose Jackson, trumpet;
Gunter Hampel, vibes; Barre Phillips,
bass; Steve McCall, drums) recorded music
for the soundtrack of Marcel (Black Orpheiis) Camus’ new film, Le Temps Fou,
in Paris. Phillips also appears in the film.
An album by Brown and Hampel, Gesprachsfetzen (Conversational Fragments),
was recently issued on the German Calig
label.

STRICTLY AD LIB
New York: They are

doing other
things besides protesting on New Yorii’s
college campuses this winter. New York
University and Columbia have been the
scenes of swinging instruments rather
than swinging clubs with jazz concerts
arid festivals, some with free admission.
The NYU activities began in the Loeb
Student Center Feb. 2 with a concert by
singer Carol Sloane with Zoot Sims, ten

or saxophone; Attila Zoller, guitar; Hal
Gaylor, bass, and Allan Schwartzberg,
drums. On March 30, the quintet of saxo
phonist Arnie Lawrence will play a sim
ilar session in the Loeb lounge starting
at 3 p.m. It will be free and open to the
public. So was the second NYU Jazz Fes
tival, produced by David Bell at the same
location from March 3 through 6. Pianist
Toshiko was scheduled to lead off the
proceedings with the help of tenorist
Lew Tabackin. Art Blakey and his Jazz
Messengers were due in the afternoon.
March 4 was to be divided between Ro
land Hanna in the a.m. and Freddie
Hubbnrd in the p.m. Lawrence and Elvin
Jones were to split the March 5 program,
with the Clark Terry big band set for the
wrap up . . . The Columbia Jazz Festival,
according to student coordinator Cindy
Stevens, was slated to begin Feb. 24 with
Art Blakey, and continue wilh Gary Bur
ton, March 10; Elvin Jones, March 24;
Muddy Waters, April 14; and Freddie

OUR
DEBT

TO
EUROPE
Feather’s
Nest
By LEONARD FEATHER

I received two letters that
brought back to mind the extent of Amer
ica’s debt to Europe in the recognition of
jazz.
The first, from Stockholm, was written
by Harry Nicolausson, editor of Orkester
Journdlen. “It may interest you lo know,”
he said, “ihat this magazine was 35 years
old last month, founded November 1933.
No other jazz magazine has lived that
long, as far as I know. Also this month
I have been editor of Orkester Journalen
for 30 years, which I guess is a record
hard to beat.”
My mind crossed the decades to the
years when, in pre-World War II London,
access to jazz information was incredibly
difficult. In the very early 1930s there
was no Down Beat. Metronome, which
was lo become a major jazz magazine in
the 1940s, was dedicated mainly to brass
bands until George T. Simon slowly re
vamped it to a jazz and dance band ori
entation in the later '30s.
The London Melody Maker, founded
in 1927, was a pop music magazine but
left some space for jazz. John Hammond
sent a monthly news column that helped
alleviate our starvation. Later the maga
zine went into a weekly, tabloid format
and ihe jazz content was stepped up.
What I did not know then, and just
found out from a second letter, was that
one of the world’s oldest surviving jazz
publications is Finland’s Rytmi. Editor
Risto Ennekari, in a letter detailing plans
for the third annual Pori International
Jazz Festival (coming up next July),
not long ago

Hubbard, April 28. Concerts are at the
Wollman Auditorium of Ferris Booth
Hall, 115th St. & Broadway, from 8:00
to 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $2.00 . . . Mean
while—and don’t get confused—NYU’s
University Heights campus, in the Bronx,
will duplicate the series of Jazz—the Per
sonal Dimension scheduled for Carnegie
Recital Hall. Here are the groups and the
dales: Gary Burton, NYU, Feb. 17; CRH,
Feb. 21; Pee Wee Russell, NYU, March
17; CRH, March 21; Art Blakey, NYU,
April 14; CRH, April 18; Elvin Jones,
NYU, May 5; CRH, May 9. NYU uptown
concerts are Mondays at 8 p.m. and cost
$2.00; Carnegie Recital Hall concerts are
Fridays at 8:30 p.m. and cost $3.00 . . .
Trombonist Ake Persson arrived from
Sweden in January. Clark Terry is trying
to corral him for his band, which plays
every Monday night at the Club Baron.
Incidentally, Terry's men invariably do
their pre-Baron, Monday evening dining
at The Doll House, located on Lenox

Ave. between 132nd & 133rd. It's run
by former Count Basic bassist Jimmy
Lewis, and the menu, divided into soul
and continental, is said to be a gourmet’s
nirvana. Also on the big band front, Duke
Pearson’s bunch began regular Sunday
stints at the Village Vanguard Feb. 9,
from 5 to 11:30 p.m. The Thad JonesMel Lewis Orchestra recently celebrated
its fourth anniversary on Monday nights
at the club . . . Singer-pianist Blossom
Dearie did the month of February at the
Cafe Carlyle on Madison Ave., with bass
ist Ron Carter and drummer Al Hare
wood . . . Bobby Scott has been signed
to do the motion picture score—his first
—for The Slaves, a film that will also
give singer Dionne Warwick her first
movie role . , . Pianist Junior Mance
was in residence at the Top of the Gate
through the first half of February. With
him were Wilbur Little, bass, and Rudy
Collins, drums. Pianist-singer Dottie Stall
worth was the opposite attraction. The

casually tossed in the information that least to the extent that they can under
Rytmi was founded in 1934. This would stand most of what is now printed about
put it on about the same level of longevi jazz in the English language. (Nowadays
ty as France’s Jazz Hot and America's more than half of Rytmi is printed in
Down Beat; but for the first few years, English, in an attempt to boost its circu
Down Beat was only peripherally con lation beyond Finnish-speaking circles.)
cerned with Jazz.
The pioneer publications abroad, which
In England, too, in the 1930s, there virtually created the international interest
were several small independent jazz pub in the worldwide demand for jazz, now
lications that came and went. Altogether, find themselves in the position of com
it may be claimed without any danger of peting with the very American publica
exaggeration that 75% of the specialized tions whose existence they helped make
writing on jazz during the 1930s appeared possible.
outside the United States.
This situation, coupled with the satu
It is a very safe bet that if you were rated condition of the European jazz
to look up the obituary pages of the New market, had led to problems that could
York Times for Ihe days following the not be foreseen. “The interest for jazz
deaths of Jimmie Harrison, Eddie Lang, here (in Sweden) is not what it used to
Bennie Moten, even Bix Beiderbecke, you be,” says Nicolausson, “and it is getting
would find either a brief, perfunctory tougher every year to keep the magazine
mention or none at all.
going.” Even a government subsidy, he
If jazz in the 1920s and '30s had been adds, has not proven generous enough to
accorded even one-tenth the recognition sustain things satisfactorily, “I could use
it has gained during the past decade in a sponsor," he says, “but jazz sponsors
national newspapers and magazines around arc very scarce.”
the U.S., a mountain of information
Nicolausson’s former competitor, Nils
would exist about great artists who lived Hcllstrom, ran Estrad for 30 years but
and died in obscurity, men and women finally had to throw in the towel a couple
about whom semi-artificial biographies of years ago. Sweden, like almost all
have been constructed and legends have other countries, is too small for more
grown. Imagine, for instance, if Bix or than one profitable jazz magazine.
Bessie Smith had enjoyed during their
It would be tragic if the foreign jazz
peak creative years the depth of coverage press were squeezed out of existence,
now accorded—in Down Beat, the N.Y. cither through competition or through
and L.A. Times, the New Yorker, and the shrinkage of interest in the subject.
dozens of other outlets—to the Don Somehow or other, though, I suspect that
Ellises and Carmen McRaes!
most of these modestly distributed but
Search through the Afro-American stubbornly principled publications are go
press and you will find that white Ameri ing to survive. If jazz today is a minority
ca was not alone in ignoring or down music, as their circulation in 1969 would
playing the contribution of jazz. The first seem to indicate, does this have any dire
continuous writing by a jazz critic in any significance? It merely means that after
American Negro publication appeared ali these years the wheel has come full
under my byline when I was London cor circle.
respondent for the New York Amsterdam
Without their regular overseas flights,
News; but most of what I wrote con many of the leading bands and combos
cerned subjects other than jazz, since I today would have trouble making it
was aware of the limited interest, through through the year. Without the help of
out all strata of American society, in this these European editors and writers, who
music as an art form or even as some have waved the flag so long and so
thing newsworthy.
proudly for the music they love, the
There is an ironic footnote. Most Euro bands and combos quite literally might
pean jazz fans speak or read English, at never have gotten off the ground,
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Mances followed pianist Bill Evans, who
was accompanied by Eddie Gomez, bass,
and Marty Morell, drums. Andy Bey took
care of the vocal-piano spot on that bill
. . . Lee Morgan and Horace Silver have
signed new contracts with their longtime
affiliate, Blue Note records . . . Former
WABC disc jockey Alan Grant has left
New York for the sunny environs of Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla. . . . The Village Gate
went to “The Memphis Sound” in early
February. One weekend featured Albert
King, Buddy Guy and King Curtis, while
the next spotlighted B. B. King, Judy
Clay and the Bar-Kays. Saxophonist Cur
tis then moved into Shepheard's with his
quartet, supplanting the Brazilian swing
ers, Tamba 4 . . . Frank Foster’s Con
cert Ensemble did al! the Sundays in
January at Slugs’; percussionist Warren
Smith’s Composer’s Workshop Ensem
ble did the same in February; and drum
mer Sonny Brown’s octet occupies the
same slot in March . . . The Jazz Musi
cians Association has issued its first rec
ord, a 45 single featuring violinist John
Blair and flutist James Spaulding with the
John Lewis trio (Mickey Tucker, piano;
Major Holley, bass; Lewis, drums). It
sells for $1.00 and may be obtained from
JMA, Box 127, Radio City Station, New
York, N.Y. . . . Another JMAer, drummer
Bon Jefferson, led his Jazz Instrumental
Choir in a weekend gig at the Port of
Call East with Ted Dunbar, guitar, and
Allen Murphy, bass . . . Bobby Timmons
has been appearing at the Needle’s Eye
. . . Charles McPherson’s quintet did a
February concert for the Hartford Jazz
Society.

LoS Angeles: Elvin Jones was in town
for a two-week stint at Shelly’s ManneHole. It was billed as Jones’ trio, but
reedman Joe Farrell never made the gig,
and bassist Jimmy Garrison arrived two
days late. There was a lot of sitting in:
Sonny Criss, Hampton Hawes, Ray
Draper on tuba, and Roland Kirk. Even
Jones required a sub one night; Frank
Buller. Eventually, the gig worked into
what the billing promised with the advent
of Harold Alexander, The Charlotte,
N.C.-born reedman raised many eyebrows,
and Jones expressed his hope that Ihe
threesome could remain intact. Much will
depend on tempers: the night before clos
ing, Jones and Garrison had to be pulled
apart after the job, backstage. Following
the Jones trio, John Carter and the
New Art Jazz Ensemble (Bobby Brad
ford, trumpet; Carter, reeds; Tom Wil
liamson, bass; Bruz Freeman, drums)
played three nights, then Ruth Price with
Shelly Manne’s quintet for three nights,
before the Harold Jamd-Bobby Hutcher
son Quintet opened . . . Jackie and Roy
made one of their rare West Coast visits,
working three nights at Donte’s while
taking care of their main purpose for the
excursion: taping guest appearances on the
Smothers Brothers Show and the Donald
O’Connor Show . . . Also visiting Los
Angeles, but not for happy reasons, was
trumpeter AI Porcino. His father passed
away in mid-January. Since leaving Buddy
Rich’s band, Porcino has been playing in
the pit for Promises, Promises , . . Also
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playing trumpet in a new setting: Chet
Baker. He is leading a quartet at the re
furbished Melody Room—a jazz oasis in
the midst of the rock-bound Sunset Strip,
Baker looks good, sounds good, sings well
and is being courted by A&M records.
With Chet: Frank Strazzeri, piano (dou
bling on baritone horn); Dave Dyson,
bass, and Art Frank, drums . . . KBCA
disc jockey-actor-reedman Chuck Niles is
wearing a promoter’s hat these days. He
is beginning Sunday sessions in the Gold
en Galleon Room of the Marina Del Rcy
Hotel. (The Page Cavanaugh Trio plays
there Mondays through Saturdays). The
initial concert March 9 will feature Joe
Sample, piano; Ray Brown, bass; Shelly
Manne, drums, and at presstime, Bobby
Hutcherson, vibes. On March 16, Hank
Devega will be featured on amplified so
prano saxophone, backed by Dave Mac
kay, piano, and Leroy Vinnegar, bass
(drums not yet set). Adding to the front
line: Gerald Wilson, who seldom gets
a chance to blow with a small combo.
Niles also helped organize the first in a
series of Tuesday concerts at the Smoke
House in Encino. He was assisted by
guitarist Ron Anthony, who works there
regularly as part of the Bobbi Boyle Trio.
Debut session featured Conic Candoli,
trumpet; Anthony, guitar; Frank Strazzeri,
piano; Monty Rudwig, bass; Dick Wilson,
drums. Plans call for concerts every fourth
or fifth week. Ray Bowman is now pre
senting avant garde groups at the Ash
Grove. First concert featured Ihe Quin
tet de Sade; the second was devoted to
the New Art Jazz Ensemble (same per
sonnel as the Manne-Hole gig) . . . The
Sound of Feeling had some strings at
tached for their two successive Sundays at
Donte’s: a quartet to be exact. In addition
to the front line, twins Alyce and Rhae
Andrcce and Gary David, there were Joe
Roccisano, reeds; Ray Neapolitan, bass,
and Maurice Miller, drums . . . Joe Pass
and Ron Anthony have been rehearsing
together in hopes of doing some out-oftown gigs. The two guitarists worked at
Donte’s recently, backed by Jim Hughart,
bass, and Donald Bailey, drums . . .
Drummer Dick Berk and pianist Don
Randi have been working together at
Sherry’s. Rounding out the trio: Harvey
Newmark. Berk also worked with Marly
Harris, piano, and Ray Neapolitan, bass,
backing singer Rick Pierce at the Hong
Kong Bar. Neapolitan and Berk will be
together again when they back Mose Alli
son at Shelly’s for two weeks. Following
the Manne-Hole gig, Berk will join Geor
gie Auld on a one-month Japanese tour.
In that group will be Auld, Marty Harris,
and Carson Smith, bass. Berk was also
with Don Menza’s group at Donte’s when
Roland Kirk sat in. Personnel: Jay Daversa, trumpet; Menza; tenor; Frank
Strazzeri, piano; Tom Azzerello, bass . . .
Pianist Joe Bushkin came out of semiretirement in Hawaii and put together a
good trio and a successful gig at the Mirador Hotel in Palm Springs. Doubling on
amplified trumpet and contributing his usu
al share of vocals. Bushkin was supported
by Monk Montgomery, electric bass, and
Donald Bailey, drums . . . Les McCann
played two weeks at Shelly's Manne-Hole,

with Leroy Vinnegar, bass, and Donald
Dean, drums . . • Joe Castro was held
over for the entire month of February at
Tracton's . . . Singer Melba Moore, who
is married lo trumpeter Bobby Bradford,
changed hcr first name to Monette. Deci
sion was based on the fact that another
Melba Moore exists. The latter is alive and
well and currently in the New York pro
duction of Hair. The new Monette did two
weeks at Ye Little Chib in Beverly Hills
. . . Erroll Garner’s three-week gig at the
Hong Kong Bar marks his first Los An
geles club date in seven years. Until now,
his schedule has been heavy on the con
cert circuit . . . The Craig Hundley Trio
resumed their tour wilh Johnny Mathis,
working the midwest, cast and southwest.
Amidst the concertizing, the trio managed
to squeeze in the First Winter Jazz Fes
tival in Cleveland, phis the Cummings
Auxiliary Ball at the Beverly Hilton Hotel
in Beverly Hills . . . Highlights of the
February meeting of the New Orleans
Jazz Club of Southern California was the
South Frisco Jazz Band, led by banjoist
Vince Saunders, with Ray Ronnie, cor
net; Roy Brewer, trombone; Mike Baird,
clarinet; Ron Ortman, piano; Bob Rann,
tuba. The band has been playing at the
Pizza Palace in Huntington Beach for
three uninterrupted years . . . Slim Kenion reedman Bill Fritz has instituted a
class in improvisation at California Insti
tute of Arts (where he has been teaching
for six years). Fritz will conduct a class in
Jazz Composition and Jazz Ensemble at
Fresno State College in August. Fritz is
sharing directorship of the Collegiate
Neophonic Orchestra this season with
Don Erjavec ... Of the 75 albums cer
tified by RIAA as one-million sellers in
1968, Ray Charles could claim credit for
three: A Man and His Soul; Ray Charles'
Greatest Hits; and Ray Charles—Modern
Sounds in Country and Western, Vol. 2.
The New Yorker is preparing a profile on
him and he recently received an award
from his alma mater in Orlando, Fla., the
St. Augustine School for Deaf and Blind
Children . . . The fate of the Jazz Suite
is now in the hands of a U.S. banking
referee. A combine of eastern investors
had hoped to rescue the plush but ill-fated
Beverly Hills night spot. Now they are
waiting for the outcome of the involuntary
bankruptcy petition filed against its original
prime movers, Dr. Joseph Noble and
Gene Von Baur . . . Don Rader’s big
band played al Donte’s and a week later
did a gig at the Narcotic Rehabilitation
facility at Corona, Calif. Other big bands
making the scene at Donlc’s recently in
cluded Paul Hubinon, featuring vocalist
Irene Kral; Dick Grove, featuring pianist
Pete Jolly; Don Piestrup, Louis Bellson
and Larry Cansler . . . Mel Torme is
grinning since his $500 fine, imposed by
AFM Local 47, was reversed by the union
board, Torme was slapped with the fine for
crossing a picket line last November in
front of the NBC Burbank studios. That
was during the AFM strike against the TV
networks. Torme convinced the board that
when he arrived at the studio it was so
early, no pickets were on duty. Had there
been, he would have respected their line.
/Continued on page 41

A Drum
Is A Woman:
The Swinging
Dottie Dodgion
by

Carol Sloane
Dottie Dodgion backs Al Cohn and Zoot Sims

Dottie dodgion is a drummer. Dottie
Dodgion is also a lady; a happily mar
ried woman and a proud mother. She
is a skilled artist deserving wider recog
nition (plaque designers please take
note) who has gained respect and en
viable status among her musician associ
ates. And, in the words of Bob Brook
meyer, she also smells better than most
musicians.
She is a Libra, for those of you who
are into that. Some fragmentary char
acteristics of this sign: realistic, rarely
abstract, positive thinkers dealing in
absolutes. There are other qualities as
sociated with Libras, but these few de
scribe Dottie rather well.
Her attitude toward the challenge of
performing in a world dominated by
men is clear and precise. The drums
are not male or female. She offers the
reminder that women have been playing
drums or their equivalent for centuries,
especially in countries with a long his
tory of civilization.
One of the key factors in her success
ful approach to the competition she
faces daily in her profession can be
found in her own home: “My husband,
Jerry Dodgion, encourages me one hun
dred percent of the time, and without
his support it would be very difficult to
play or function in music.” Dodgion, a
fine alto saxophonist and flutist, is a
practicing, working musician whose pro
fessional credentials are impeccable.
Aside from doing numerous club dates
and much studio work, he is a regular
member of the explosive Thad JonesMel Lewis Orchestra.
One obvious reason why the Dodgions’
is a happy marriage is that they are in
the same business. There are too many
situations in which one partner has
only detached sympathy for the occu
pation in which the other functions.
Jerry and Dottie have sustained their

relationship through mutual respect, un
derstanding, concentrated effort and
genuine devotion. Tired phrases? Per
haps they should be considered simple
and refreshing affirmations of a tradition
in this day of “How’s your old lady?”
Dottie places special emphasis on the
importance of Jerry’s constant strength
and counsel, A minor example of this
can be found in the story she recalls of
their first home in San Francisco, a
typical architectural mountain which
required a 156-step climb to the front
door. With one of her famous face
breaking smiles, she remembers how
those stairs would be especially tall on
nights when they’d both played a job.
“Jerry carried the drums up every step
every night. Now that’s love!”
This provoked a question about the
hardship that is involved for a small
woman in hauling drums all over town.
Dottie is not delicate, but she's not on
the Olympic weight-lifting team cither.
“It’s not that tough,” she answered.
“Besides, what about harp players?” The
subject was closed.
The last time I saw Dottie, she was
playing her regular Sunday night job in
a club on Manhattan’s East Side. (She
can also be seen frequently at the Half
Note with Al Cohn and Zoot Sims.)
The Sunday night’job is located on the
site of the old Blue Angel, where the
atmosphere is a kind of New York ver
sion of an English pub, calculated to
lure “the beautiful people.”
Some of these were on hand that
night, and Dottie and hcr friends pro
vided the proper tunes and tempos for
dancing. But later in the evening, she
and her associates (Lenny Pogan on
Fender bass and Bob Phillips on piano)
got into some good swingy things. It
was a pleasure to hear, and especially
delightful to watch Dottie.
There’s usually a soft smile on her

face, and the feeling that all is right
with the world can overtake you if you
wish to succumb. Dottie watches the
soloist carefully on the first chorus, and
when the piece has been established
with various colors, she shifts lightly
into the enjoyment of her role as a
member of the section. Dottie’s time is
razor-keen, and hcr complimentary ac
cents throughout the stretch-out chor
uses are subtle, encouraging and tasteful.
She’s not a basher, but not because
she is hampered in any way by her sex.
She points out that playing the drums
doesn’t take that much strength—the
skill is often in the wrist. Discussing
this further after the set, she particularly
stressed that it’s not just the wrist but
total coordination which is essential. “I
have the greatest respect for a drummer
who has the stamina and endurance to
play consistently well for one night—
who sounds as good at the end of the
evening as he did at the beginning,” she
emphasized.
She is sensitive in her playing and
more importantly, is sensitive to all with
whom she shares the stand. She is a
listening musician, and her concept of
how the drums should be played is
further clarified when she cites several
favorite drummers who also fail into
that category. Billy Higgins, Al (Tootie)
Heath and Mickey Roker are three
colleagues she admires, and she credits
Kenny Clarke as the first and most
significant influence on her playing. To
him she attributes her understanding of
the drummer’s role as part of the total
sound rather than a separate entity.
There are several rock drummers she
likes, and she specifically mentioned
Ginger Baker of Cream. Asked about
Buddy Rich, her tongue-in-cheek reply
came almost instantly: “He plays good
for a man.”
/Continued on page 41
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BUDDY RICH: Jazz Missionary

a bitter cold Chicago win
ter night, there was a line outside the
Kinetic Playground more than an hour
after the doors had opened.
There was nothing unusual about that.
The Playground is the city’s foremost rock
emporium, and each weekend, thousands
of young people pay the not inconsider
able sum of $5 to take in its triple bills of
attractions.
There was something unusual about the
bill that particular weekend, however. In
addition lo The Rotary Connection, one
of the better local groups, and The Buddy
Miles Express, an import, there was a
first for the Playground: a jazz band.
Buddy Rich, “World’s best drummer,” and
his orchestra.
As you push inside, your ticket is taken
by a young lady flanked by a man in a
Karate outfit—with black belt. A number
of olher working Karate experts—mostly
brown belts, though—are scattered through
out ihc cavernous space of the Play
ground. As we check our coats (a mis
take) we hear two city cops chatting.
“Well, everything seems copasetic,” says
one. “Yeah, we might as well move on,"
Ilie olher agrees.
As your eyes adjust to the odd lighting
and your cars to the volume of noise, it
seems a place where Karate belts are more
for show than for action, and cops arc
not needed.
There arc lots of people, even in the
foyer, almost all quite young. (Curfew
announcements are made here; Chicago
has a 11 p.m. weekend curfew for people
under 17; not, however, strictly enforced.)
All kinds of young people. Sonic resemble
the newspaper cartoonists’ shaggy stereo
type, but many more merely seem com
fortable being what they are and wearing
what they wear. Some—a very few not
pretty girls—arc even dressed up in the
oldtime Saturday night beehive style of the
though it was
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neighborhood. Even fewer are black, and
fewer still are older.
For five bucks, the Playground gives you
live music, a continuous light show, and
continuous noise between acts. It also
gives you a snack counter, with pleasant,
non-professional (but quick) help, and
medium-heavy prices. The strongest thing
you can get is bad but very hot coilec.
In the regions around and near this
counter, there arc a few things to sit on—
low and nondescript. Elsewhere, and es
pecially inside the huge, circular room
that is the heart of this spartan play
ground, you sit on the floor, baby. If you
don’t, the people behind you can’t sec.
(You can stand between breaks in the
show, or in the rear.)
The management provides no pillows,
and the floor is just plain hardwood. When
the place opened, as the Electric Theater,
the floor was meant for dancing. But you
can dance to records; the present audience
for live pop music, at least at such prices,
is a listening audience.
In the center of this circular room,
suspended from the ceiling, is a structure
resembling the housing on the belly of a
Zeppelin, or the multi-faccled eye of a
huge insect. This structure contains the
people who control the visual environ
ment. The folks who control the audio
level peep through a glass pane in the
wall opposite the bandstand.
As we enter, the Rotary Connection has
just completed its set. Most people arc
standing, and the Buddy Miles Express is
in the process of setting up. Recorded
music is playing—loudly, as seems in
evitable in any public place that features
the latest in sounds.
It’s harder to get used to the lights. The
big eye in the ceiling is a projection booth,
and it projects from all sides. Different
tilings. Slides, including colorful enlarge
ments of lab specimens, most of them

diseased (they have the prettiest colors),
in constant rotation. Completely abstract
optics of various sorts, many with in
dividually moving parts, some pleasant,
some not. Film with split and mutiple
screens. And mixed media—everything at
once.
All this, though not often suited to the
music, is bearable and sometimes vaguely
enjoyable. But then there is the strobe
torture—quick bright light and quick total
darkness, penetrating even closed eyelids,
and probably as potentially harmful lo
the eye as too many decibels definitely
are to the ear. (If you’re interested in
futures, buy hearing aids—they’re bound
to .soar in 20 years.)
The strobe torture comes ’round about
once between sets, and all you can do is
have a little fun moving your hands
around—looks like silent movies run at
Ihe wrong speed.
I’m almost positive that nobody really
enjoys this exercise in masochism (except
the sadists in the control booth), but
everybody bears it patiently. I'm almost
sure, too, that few people really enjoy
canned music the moment live music stops.
But they work wilh it. And they don’t
seem to mind sitting on the floor, which
is hard and not clean, soiled wilh ciga
rette butts and candy wrappers and just
plain dirt. They’re not dressed up; they're
supple. Some sit on each olher, or in a
comfortable group huddle, and when you
have to bump or kick or step on somebody
a little (everyone is careful), or somebody
does it to you, you smile and are smiled at.
Everyone seems uncommonly pleasant, and
in a novel way, polite.
Young people, often accused of being
noisy, dirty, drug-taking protesters, could
indeed teach their elders a lesson in civil
ized group behavior. Perhaps extreme
audio-visual stimulation has a tranquilizing
effect, but other things are involved.

After an interminable length of time,
Buddy Miles has his Express set up. (Set
ting up is a ritual in rockland. Setting
up fast is considered nonprofessionai, but
then, there is all that electronic equip
ment. . . .)
The canned noise dies down, and there
is a moment of semi-silence and semi
darkness. Then Miles, front and center,
towering massively behind his drums,
kicks off an instrumental called The Train.
The band, both musically and visually,
is a kind of cross bewecn r&b and rock;
definitely a soul sound. The instrumenta
tion is two trumpets, two tenors, baritone,
organ, guitar, bass, drums. Miles’ beat is
strong and direct, and he leads the band
from his drums. The horns (all formerly
with Sam & Dave) do not solo at all,
merely play riffs, but they seem to have
good chops, and one wonders what they
might come up with if turned loose. They'
do a thing with swaying in time—not as
pronouncedly as a Memphis group would,
not Apollo style, more like an after
thought.
The solos, when they occur, are handled
by organ and guitar. The guitarist, Jerry
McCarty, is excellent, especially his fills
behind Miles’ singing. That singing—and
the pounding beat—are the thing. Miles
can milk a blues-ballad, and he’s really
into something with his version of Otis
Redding’s Cigarettes and Coffee. Though
the other numbers are a bit too long, that
one makes il. Excepting a few rather soft
shouts (there are such things) one misses
the responsorial comments the music calls
for.
The set ends with another instrumental,
Wrap It Up, featuring some breaks by
Miles that are propulsive but elementary.
He keeps steady time. The set is enthu
siastically received. People begin to uncoil
from the floor, in what seems like a slowmotion standing ovation. Miles introduces
his entire group individually, sustaining
the pleasant impression his music has
made.
Canned music begins again, after some
announcements about future bills (includ
ing one that sounds fine: B. B. King, Al
bert King, and Paul Butterfield). Aided
by some of the Karate boys, the Buddy
Rich band is beginning to set up, and
though they are almost twice as many
musicians as the Miles band, they get
ready much faster.
In their traveling tuxedos, behind their
music stands, the jazzmen look a bit odd
in these surroundings, especially behind the
varied fashions of the Express. Uniform
is at once a word returned to its original
meaning. It’s a young band, with few faces
familiar from ihe last time wc saw Buddy
& Co., and some familiar from other
bands. They look businesslike but not
tense—after all, this is their second night
here.
Buddy appears, the canned noise dies,
and there is scattered applause. Everybody
has settled back on the floorboards again;
it’s more crowded now. Buddy is wearing
a stylish grey suit and blue shirt and tie—
no pendants or turtlenecks—and he looks
ready. He settles down behind the set,
makes a few fine adjustments, kicks off a
goodly tempo, plays some patterns that cue
in the band, the saxes roll off the first

bars of The Rotten Kid, the brass join in,
and we're off on the Buddy Rich Express.
Tire band sounds tight but not too tight,
and there is some nice chase stuff be
tween the two altos. At first, the band
sounds surprisingly soft, until one realizes
they are using only normal amplification
over a not very good house system, and
one’s ears gratefully readjust to music at
a normal level.
But from the start, the drums come
through clear and clean. A great drummer
has a good sound and needs no amplifica
tion. Each beat, each accent is crisp; the
bass drum is tuned just right, not soggy
and not hard, the cymbal’s ping is not
harsh, but has carrying power. The man
who is creating these sounds seems totally
absorbed in what he is doing.
Rich kicks off the next piece, almost
without stopping for the applause—defi
nitely audible but on the polite side. Each
soloist, though, has gotten a hand, and by
the third number, which is Mercy, Mercy,
Mercy, there is recognition applause after
the first few bars. That was unexpected.
Now both the band and the audience
are getting vibrations. Joe Romano, the
featured tenor, unfurls some spirited solos,
and the applause lets him know about it.
The band plays as if it were delivering a
most urgent message, as perhaps it is.
What has been gradually happening is
that the phenomenal beat and moving force
of Rich has infused the whole scene. Even
the still unrelated lightshow seems to be
moving in time to his time, and the floor
transmits it directly. Not many listeners
move in tempo with the music (nor did
they for Miles). When you can tap your
foot at all while sitting on a crowded
floor, it soon becomes painful—but there
is a kind of swaying in the room. A total
rhythmic environment.
Rich, who has used a drum code to call
each new number, like Count Basie uses a
piano code, rolls the band into West Side
Story. Here, the recognition applause is
surprisingly strong. The chart has become
faster at the opening. Rich has played no
long solos until now—there have been
powerful eruptions, subtle punctuations, a
little stretching out for a chorus or two,
but above all, constant swing carrying the
band, and an occasional kick booting it.
No slacking off.
But on Story, there is some telling to be
done. Before the climactic solo, the ar
rangement, with its time-changes and open
spaces for drum fills and commentaries,
has built a musical foundation for what’s
to come. And we all know it’s coming.
But for an occasional shout to bring a
section in, there has been no sound heard
from Buddy other than that of the drums,
and there is none now. No smiles or
gestures, either; only concentration.
As his solo starts, and builds, using all
manner of ingredients—like that unbe
lievable single-stroke roll—there arc no
show-business touches. Only the greatest
show on earth: The privilege of watching
a human being doing something marvelous
that no one else can do quite that way.
He gets through. What happens now is
a standing ovation, not a stretching exer
cise. and there are even shouts from this
oddly genteel crowd. If you’ve been to
a few things, you can tell applause that

means an audience has had a genuine ex
perience.
Buddy Rich takes the mike. He’s stand
ing now, not a big man, but holding that
stage. He's wet, but not sopping, and he
breathes like a conditioned runner after a
good mile. He's still not smiling, nor is he
grim; his expression is that of a fighter
who has won, is proud of it, but doesn't
gloat.
“Thanks," he says. “Thank you very
much.” More applause, and he continues.
"You’re a great audience . . . This is our
first time here . . . We’ve enjoyed playing
for you . . . Thank you.” Like that.
More applause, and a few V signs flash.
Buddy flashes bhek, and now he smiles.
He begs off to more signals from the floor.
Maybe you don't think that’s much,
what Buddy said. Not very original. Every
body tells an audience that. Well, if you
know Buddy Rich, you know he doesn't
flatter an audience. He will, in fact, at
times make it clear to even the biggest
bonehcad in a chib what he thinks of the
clientele. Whatever else Buddy Rich may
be known for, he's not an effusive'spieler.
What he says he means.
He need not have said anything to make
it clear that this night meant more to him
than playing for the dine-and-dancers at
the Riverboat, the losing souls in Vegas,
or even the fans at a jazz festival.
He has done his own thing without com
promise for a young and new audience
(mostly—two girls behind us had debated
whether Buddy looked like he did last
time on Johnny Carson or not), and he
has won them over.
There is no logical reason in the world
why he shouldn’t have, being Buddy Rich,
but the game isn’t played by logic, but by
faith, and faith has been vindicated.
Among Rich’s other secrets is the fact
that he genuinely likes young people. It
makes him play, makes them listen, and
gets the message across.
Some day, they might book Buddy Rich
opposite Ginger Baker. 1 wouldn’t want to
miss that. I'd even sit on the floor all night
again—but next time I'll keep my' coat.

Buddy Miles Express
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Elvin Jones: A Different Drummer

ELVIN JONES is a noumenon among phenomena. I wouldn't
say he is the only one: Chick Webb, Sidney Catlett, Jo Jones,
Harold West, O’Neil Spencer, Klook (Kenny Clarke), Max
Roach, Philly Joe Jones, Anthony Williams. . . . This is not a
list. It has to be remarked merely that the noumenon, in fact,
breaks through all the time. New York is the city of drum
mers. They abound; and they can read anything, cut anything
the first time: but that is only an earth supplied so that
various trees may push forth.
I know it was Arthur Lourie (and I think it was in the Revue
des Deux Mondes in the late-'20s) who made the distinction
between melos and melody. Stravinsky’s Les Noces was the
example. I am interpreting (that’s dangerous), but melos is
the musical complex—in fact, that which ushers the thing
into sound—and melody an incredible rarity—a miracle. It
is quite certain that a “melody" is like a pretty girl, and I'm
sure the unfortunate aspects of this have been unenjoyed
by many N.Y. musicians. The tunes don't hold enough material
to be mined adequately. But there it is, the tradition (sec
ondary sense) of jazz. I don’t think anyone has ever really
emerged from it and still kept on playing jazz. Billie Holiday
transformed those lyrics and magicked herself into a poet
almost every time she sang.
Jones within melos introduces its real counterpart. We have
the counterpoint of "melody." One has to study it! But the
counterpoint of melos is rhythm. Rhythm must be used con
trapuntally. The very fact that the soul cannot tolerate a great
many repetitions of the same rhythmic pattern decrees this.
A change in dynamics alone is contrapuntal.
I hear all the time Jones setting up seemingly irrelevant
rhythmic blocks that coalesce in stimulation because they are
the marrow in the bone of music.
He is thus completely Klook, playing inside the music. Not,
as with Klook, hiding his traces so that on Bag’s Groove you
are hardly aware there is a drummer and not a heart. Jones
lays out his traces in a most adroit way, enclosing Max and
Klook in his own sound-conceptual projection. I wouldn’t like
to define "projection” but he "projects" as much as either.
And it is a type of projection which is the most interesting
for me. Klook charted out the possibilities of humor in play
ing the drums—a thing for which he has been given no
credit—and because of this those possibilities remain at about
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the same state of development as when he left. He is better
off in France—far too witty for over here. (But things are
changing.) Max burns with a calm, still fire. And this is the
section of Elvin that people claim they can’t see.
What I cannot figure out is a certain reluctance to really
land on the possibilities of humor in Jones' drumming. 1
know that an avoidance of Klookisms is a sine qua non of
1969 drumming. I have really never heard Kenny Clarke im
itated, though I have been unregaled by countless jobs done
by well-intentioned people in the styles of Max Roach and
Mr. Jones.
What Elvin has is an entirely new ingredient, if you listen, he
now gives a feeling of well-being, happiness, it is Eastern
because it is a permanent state of the soul bursting out You
have a voice speaking! A moment in time.
It is this well-being that inspires the rhythmic figures that
is the trick. Behind it there is a humor seeing the world as
surreal. A different humor. A different drummer. (But maybe
they all hear the same one? Maybe, and maybe not?) Kenny
is, I believe, a child of the time between La Belle Epoque and
the Second War. His heart cracked a little then, as did
everybody’s, but out of it came the flower of bebop drum
ming. The whole thing: cymbal, not high hat, playing the
ta-te-tum backwards so you have that 4 and 3 creating the
inebriation necessary to sustain those musicians. His humor
operates within a tradition that is a little difficult to partake
of in this time.
Elvin’s well-being thing is something else. He cannot be
vanquished. The world will come to him on his terms or he
knows how to do without. On that drumseat he is an artist
vastly amused by what is going on in the world out here. He
knows the horror, absolutely, and that if one doesn’t put
one’s eyes on the daylight of the sout, he too will be engulfed.
This giving quality (and how could tiiere be a sense of
well-being in anyone but one who gives?) he faces the world
with, in his music.
A woman I was with one night down there said, “He plays
the drums as naturally as i walk. . .
If you are like me, you may feel in Elvin's music, all the
while, the strange smile of a man sometimes called Klookamop, and with good reason. After all, who else brought in the
sleigh bells?
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“KEEP IT SWINGING”: COZY COLE
D an M orgenstern

“you can update the music and have rhythm is very important. . . .”
everything new in there, but for God's
Cole has always been concerned with
sake keep it swinging. You have to have making the drums musical. As a youth in
that beat."
high school in New Jersey, he played
So says Cozy Cole, a man who knows with the school band and studied with a
whereof he speaks when the subject is private teacher in New York. He turned
keeping a swinging beat. He has been professional while still in his teens, making
doing just that for almost 40 years—a fact his recording debut in 1930 wilh none
that seems well nigh incredible when you other than Jelly Roll Morton (he was
consider his appearance and marvel at his featured on Load of Cole; reminded of
skill and endurance on the bandstand. Like this, he smiles and says: “That was a
so many of the great jazz veterans, he long time ago, . . .”), went out with his
seems to get better with the years.
first big band, led by singer Blanche Cal
Among other things, it’s a matter of loway, Cab’s sister, in 1931 (“Ben Websler
^attitude. “An athlete’s time is limited,” he was in it, and Edgar Battle on trumpel;
explains, “but in music, there is no age they were all good musicians, but those are
limit. As long as you keep your mind and the only two who became well known,”)
your ears open to what’s happening and and soon graduated to Benny Carter's out
take care of yourself, you can play till fit, a star-studded team “with Teddy Wil
son on piano; Keg Johnson, Dicky Wells
you’re 80.”
Currently, Cole is back on the road for and Big Green, trombones; Bill Coleman
the first time since disbanding his own and Bill Dillard on trumpets—I must have
group, giving a welcome lift to trumpeter progressed fast to go with a top musician
Jonah Jones’ popular quintet. In the in like Benny Carter.”
terim, he’d been busying himself in New
With Carter, Cole worked at Harlem’s
York City, where he makes his home, famed Savoy Ballroom, and had a chance
recording, doing concerts, and playing such to study at first hand the great Chick
pleasant gigs as the one with singer Eartha Webb, whose band was in permanent resi
Kitt at the Plaza’s swank Persian Room. dence there.
“She had a whole new book by Gerald
“Chick Webb was the beginning," he
Wilson," Cole says, “and it felt great to slates. “He got us all going. And then
play those charts in a big-band setting." there was Gene Krupa—he really brought
But he is pleased to be working wilh drums into prominence. All of us idolized
Chick, all the drummers: Gene, Jo Jones,
Jones, an old friend and colleague.
“Jonah and I go way back to the Stuff Buddy Rich, Jimmy Crawford, and later,
Smith days on 52nd Street, records with Max Roach and Art Blakey. Anybody who
Billie Holiday, and then, of course, Cab was around then.” (Webb died in 1939.)
“We’d all come to the Savoy and stand
Calloway’s band. Jonah was even with me
for a short while when I had my own around Chick, and it seemed that the
group. We’re pals from way back—from more drummers there were around, the
better he'd play. He could roll on his bass
the lean days. . . .
“I’m happy with Jonah. I feel good on drum wilh the foot pedal ... he had a
the bandstand. Everybody gets along fine beautiful conception and a great band. He
(the other members are pianist Andre inspired all of us.
“His theme song was Get Together, and
Persiany, guitarist Jerome Darr, and bass
ist John Brown), wc’rc swinging, and we if you were playing opposite him at Ihc
Savoy, you had to watch it. They’d wash
project to the audience.”
This was amply demonstrated during you away with just that one number . . .
a recent engagement at Chicago's London that was the end of it right there.”
Cole also admired Sonny Greer, Duke
House, where the band did an excellent
job of keeping the audience consistently Ellington’s man. “Sonny was a great drum
involved, despite the competition from the mer, and still is. He fit that band like a
glove. When he left, Louis Bellson came
victuals.
Though Cole made his presence con in, and he was wonderful, but it was a
stantly felt, laying down a smooth and different thing ....
“Sonny would sit up there wilh his
absolutely steady beat, there were no
drum solos until the very end of a long chimes and gong and tympani, and you’d
set. Then, Cole brought the house down hate to set up your little kit following him.
with a beautifully constructed turn, his When I went with Cab, I got myself a
polyrhylhmic inventions displaying a co fancy setup."
That was in 1939, after the stint with
ordination that few drummers approach.
While he is a masterful soloist, and in Stuff Smith and lots of other experience
fact was among the first drummers to be on the Street and in the recording studios.
showcased at length on records with a Cole had become one of the most soughtbig band, in such memorable Calloway after drummers for record dates, and
classics as Ratamacue, Paradiddle, and from 1935 on, he made dozens and dozens
especially. Crescendo in Drums, he does of records, with Billie Holiday, Bunny
Berigan, Red Allen, Mildred Bailey, Chu
not milk this vein unduly.
“Everybody seems to turn a deaf ear to Berry, Roy Eldridge, literally everybody
long drum solos," he elucidates. “Most who was somebody—“even the Andrews
drummers don’t seem to make them musi Sisters."
“It was on 52nd Street that I really got
cal. They put all their eggs in one basket.
You have to temper it off so it will build acquainted with all the drummers,” Cole
remembers. “Buddy Rich was down the
and build; use dynamics.
“There’s noisy loud, and there’s loud block with Joe Marsala; Jo Jones with
that sounds good. You need taste and tech Basie at the Famous Door; Ray McKin
nique to make the drums sound like a ley ... .
musical instrument. You must tune the set
“I knew how drums should sound, but
so it doesn’t sound hard, and of course, couldn’t make mine sound ihe way I want
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ed. The more you study, the more yoit
find out you don’t know, but the more
you study the closer you come. Hearing
all the great drummers inspired me lo go
back to school. Bobby Christian, whom
1 met when I was with Stuff, arranged and
conducted and could play all kinds of
percussion—he inspired me to study. Lou
Singer, a great pit drummer; the late Billy
Gladstone—these drummers seemed to
know so much about the basics. They
could play good jazz, and everything else
as well.”
It was after his stint with Calloway,
which lasted until 1943, that Cole really
began to study to the hilt. The years
with what was then one of the best big
swing bands around had prepared him
well.
“Cab had a great band: Jonah, Dizzy
Gillespie, Chu Berry, Hilton Jefferson (a
wonderful saxophone player); the rhythm
section was Benny Payne on piano (he’s
with Billy Daniels now), Danny Barker
on guilar, Milt Hinton, and myself. But
then, in 1943, I had a chance to go on
CBS radio staff with Raymond Scolt and
stay in town.” (In those days, it was almost
unheard of for a black musician to get a
network staff position—Cole and, he says,
Emmett Berry and Billy Taylor were the
first.)
While with Scolt. Cole enrolled at the
Juilliard School of Music. “I had five
subjects on Saturdays: theory, harmony,
piano, tympani, and drums. I studied
drums (and vibes) with Milton Schles
singer, tympani with Saul Goodman of
ihe New York Philharmonic, and with
other great teachers. Studying theory and
harmony makes you play better. It gives
you that background.”
It was wilh this background that Cole
came to one of his most unusual engage
ments, causing him to leave the security
of his staff job. (“Specs Powell replaced
me, and he’s been there ever since,” he
points out.)
This was a featured role in the Broad
way musical Carmen Jones, which was a
great hit. “I think I’m the only drummer
to have been featured in a big Broadway
show with his name in the program,” he
says with some pride. The show, in which
Cole not only appeared on stage but also
played in the pit orchestra (under the
baton of Robert Russell Bennett) ran for
a year and 11 months on Broadway, for
eight months in Chicago, and then toured
other cities, for a tolal run of about 32
years.
Asked if he became bored playing the
same music for so long, Cole said: “Play
ing the same thing over and over, you
know exactly what you’re going to do, but
if you like music, you can hear that every
body's in tune, that it sounds good—and
you can still enjoy il.”
Besides, Cole had little time to be
bored, even if he had been so inclined.
“After a while with Carmen, I doubled
into Seven Lively Arts, which had Beatrice
Lillie and Bert Lahr and Benny Goodman
in il, and I was running back and forth
between the Broadway Theater on 53rd
and Broadway, and the Ziegfeld on 54th
and Sixth Avenue. At least they were
pretty close.”
After ihis doubling stint, Cole also

managed to do eight weeks with Benny
Goodman’s band at the Paramount, “For
the first five weeks, we did eight shows a
day. No days oft, and you were on Ihat
stage at noon. Benny had a great band
then, with Bernie Privin on trumpet, Stan
Getz on tenor, and Mel Powell, a fine
piano player, bul in Carmen Jones, I was
playing castanets, hand cymbals, wood
blocks and snare, and with Benny, it was
high hat and four beats on that bass drum
—it knocked the devil out of me. . . .”
Playing stage shows, however, was no
novelty to Cole by then. With Calloway
and other big bands, he'd done his share
of that kind of work,
"In a Broadway show, you rehearse
three or four weeks before opening, but
with the big bands, we’d go. into a the
ater and rehearse a 1ft hour show in one
day. The first show would be our dress
rehearsal. You had to watch your cues,
working behind singers and playing for
the chorus line—catching the girls with
your cymbal when they kicked their legs
up.
“limmy Crawford, who played a lot on
Broadway after he left Jimmie Lunceford,
says that in a Broadway pit, you can
throw away your music after the opening.
But that was after years with Lunceford.
Young drummers today don’t have these
opportunities, backing singers, playing for
shows—we’d even put on little shows with
the band on our own, as well as playing
for the dancers. .Olher instruments, too—
trumpeters would have lo practice their
long notes to play a good ballad; ballad
playing calls for great musicianship.”
While he regrets this lack of tough,
practical schooling for today’s young play
ers, he looks at their efforts with sym
pathy, “Some kills today are very talented,
and when you talk to them, you find they
are most willing to learn. The main thing
about rock is a good beat, and you can
incorporate jazz into it. Some of the kids
are very good; they have some nice pat
terns going. But the older musicians who
adapt themselves to play rock can inter
pret it better. Take Sticks Evans—he’s a
tremendous rock drummer, but then, he's
so well schooled. You can’t become a
doctor overnight.”
Cole has considerable first-hand experi
ence as a teacher. For several years, he
and his good friend Gene Krupa operated
a drum school in New York, and Cole
enjoyed the work.
“I love what leaching will bring out
when you have a good student, and it’s
a great satisfaction to see a kid you’ve
taught out there wailing. I love lo teach,
and maybe five or 10 years from now.
I'll go back to it. But I love playing much
be tier,” he explains.
The decision to quit the school was
made for Cole. “Gene was out on the
road with his band when I got a sudden
hit with Topsy, and then I formed a group
and went out, and though we had some
fine teachers on the Staff, a school with
both heads not there didn't make much
sense.
"Topsy took oft while I was wilh the
Arthur Godfrey Show. I made the record
with a bunch of guys from the studio
band—Dick Hyman played organ and
made the arrangement, and there was

Bernie Privin, Peanuts Hucko, Urbie
Green, and Bert Farber on piano. It was
a great surprise, and a good surprise.”
Topsy hit in 1958, and Cole, who had
never been afflicted with leaderitis, got
together a line little combo wilh which he
toured for several years. After a while,
his home base became the Metropole on
New York’s Times Square, where lie set
tled in for a long stretch, and where,
despite certain handicaps, a lot of great
music was made.
In 1963, Cole took time out for an
unusual trip which he recalls with great
pleasure. He was invited by the Stale
Department to take his group to Africa.
“1 had my five-piece band, plus a variety
act and a fine emcee, Mildred Small, who
spoke fluent French. We played 15 coun
tries—85 cities in five months. Wc started
oft in Casablanca, Oran, Algiers, then
Dakar, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone,
Ghana . . . there were drums everywhere
we went. African drumming is a different
style from jazz drums, but the rhythm
excelled anything I’d ever heard.
“And there was no age limit.—-drum
mers in their 80s would get the darndest
rhythms going with their hands. In one
place, 15 or 20 drummers entertained us.
They warmed up behind a curtain for
about an hour and a half, and when it
opened, they were covered with sweat.
Then they really started to play. You’ve
never heard anything like it. . ,
Cole also fondly recalls his 4ft years,
with Louis Armstrong. “That was a great
group—Jack Teagarden, Hines, Barney
Bigard, Arvcll Shaw, Velma Middleton.
When we opened in San Francisco, a num
ber of people told me they’ll come to sec
us because a group like this certainly
wouldn’t be: together long. Luckily, we
did stay together quite a while . , . those
days are good to remember. Louis—there
is a man who loves his work. He really
loves lo play.”
And so does Cozy Cole. Never content
that he knows al! there is to know about
his craft, he is always ready to try a new
approach. For example, some years ago,
a stay in the hospital for an appendectomy
gave him lime to read a book he had
picked up in his travels in Europe, dealing
with a theory known as the match-grip.
Based on the principle that this way of
gripping the drum sticks was more natural
than that commonly in use, it appealed to
Cole. “It’s the grip used for vibes and
tympani, so why not use it for drums?
You get better leverage, and don’t have
to change your grip for other instruments.
It was hard to change over, but at the
Metropole, I had a chance to practice it
on slow numbers.
“The only problem was that my left
hand was weak at first. It took a year
before it felt comfortable. Other drummers
would come in and tell me I was holding
my sticks wrong. So I’d have lo go through
the whole ritual time and again. By now,
lots of teachers arc using it. The other
grip is jusl a tradition that has come down
from the marching bands.”
It was this willingness to experiment,
perhaps, that made Cole fit in so well on
one of the first bebop sessions on record,
the Dizzy Gillespie-Charlie Parker date
in February 1945 that produced Groovin'

High, Dizzy Atmosphere, and All The
Things You Are. Did the music seem very
different to him then?
“It was different,” Cole replies, "but
Dizzy and Charlie had good experience
behind them, and it was still swinging. So
it was a new development, but it wasn’t
that hard to fit in. I’d drop bombs—not
at will, but where it meant the most, and
it was in the groove. It was easy to work
wilh them. They knew their instruments,
and they knew how to swing.
"People talk about the swing era, but
that swing will never go out of style.
What Duke Ellington said so many years
ago still holds—if it ain’t swinging, you’re
not saying too much. I don’t mean go
back to a simple triad, 1-4-5 and back to
the ionic. Don’t play it like 1901. But
Cadillacs still have four wheels.
“I’ve made some albums in recent years
—a dale for Coral with four drummers
(Bobby Rosengarden, Specs Powell, Jim
my Crawford, and me) all playing differ
ent rhythms, and another with Krupa,
Ray McKinley, and Panama Francis, and
some day I’m going to make a record
playing piano, but what I’d really like to
do is to make over Ratainacue, Crescendo
in Drums, and Paradiddle—update ’em
and put them right into today’s market.”
Now that would be something—and you
can bet your sweet bippy that it would
swing.
gjgt
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Bobby Hiilcherson
TOTAL ECLIPSE—Blue Note 8d291: Herzog;
Total Eclipse; Matrix; Sartre Shame; Pompeian.

Personnel: Harold Land, tenor, flute (track
5); Hutcherson, vibes; Chick Corea, piano; Reggie
Johnson, bass; Joe Chambers, drums.
Rating: * ft ★ +

Considering Hutcherson’s marvelous ac
companiments on his earliest Blue Note
LPs with Dolphy, McLean, etc. (especially
his beautiful partnership with Anthony
Williams), it is really a pity that he chose
a pianist for his rhythm section here.
Chambers’ drumming is superb throughout,
with shifting cymbal patterns to accom
pany the many changes of tempo and
mood in Total, Same and Pompeian, and
the very flexible Johnson usually responds
with contrapuntal ideas which “resolve”
into fresh areas of opposing and matching
rhythmic interplay.
The music of Johnson and especially
Chambers throughout the program (what
a difference from the drummer’s first LP
with Hutcherson!), and the glimpses of the
leader's original creative power throughout,
most notably in his fantastic Same solo,
make this an important album. Hutcherson,
of course, is one of the few genuinely out
standing transitional figures. His ideas in
past times have been provocative, daring
and wide-ranging, and here his ideas as
soloist and composer have been refined
into truly beautiful expressions. Corea and
Land are trustworthy players who can
guarantee a reasonably high performance
standard.
Herzog, a remarkable Hutcherson line,
is one of those up-tempo ascending-key
goodies, opening with a vibrant solo by
the composer that captures the structural
spirit of middle-period Milt Jackson. The
sailing, swinging Land, in the same mood,
offers a strong tenor solo full of light and
air and bright things. Unusual that Land
has been as. much unaffected by several
younger generations of tenormen. Else
where on the record his work presents
valuable aggressive hard bop strength with
out including pungent melodic ideas or
more than momentarily significant struc
tural devices. Nonetheless, in this context
his sound and style are pleasing.
Corea’s Matrix is another good line, and
his own solo is the highlight of the per
formance, balancing, as it does, personal
melodic-harmonic ideas against a monu
mental but dissonant conclusion—certain
ly his most interesting contribution here.
Pompeian is the LP's “outside" piece,
wilh very active Johnson behind a vibes
solo that moves carefully through mysteri
ous harmonies into a tinkling group im
provisation (add flute, oriental bells, cym
bals, dissonant treble piano sounds), all
finally resolved by the return of the line.
It is a very nice impressionistic piece—the
improvisation is subtly varied sonorically
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and solidly constructed, which prevents it
Irom becoming overly flowery.
The high spot of the LP is Same, be
cause of the rhythm section’s mighty work
(even so, Corea should have laid out be
hind the vibes solo), and one of the finest
solos Hutcherson has yet recorded—a very
long, angular beauty that moves through
several tempos (softly, carefully indicated
by Chambers) before a moderately fast
clip is realized. Hutcherson offers a sur
prise bag of melodic twists and turns, and
shapes his resonant sound accordingly. A
sweet work.
The title piece is, for my taste, less
interesting. Hutcherson’s explorations are
largely behind him now, and if his style
always was a mature, original one, it still
has grown in detail and confidence. Thus
it is a compliment to say that this LP is
much what you’d expect: the music is
stimulating, the players are all strong.
Unpretentious, straight-ahead, here are
five fine musicians doing their thing very
well—and how many other LPs these days
offer as much?
—Litweiler
Carmen McRae
THE SOUND OF SILENCE—Atlantic SD 8200:
The Sound of Silence; I dot It Bad and That
Ain’t Good; MacArthur Park; Watch What Haftbens; Stardust; Don't Go Away; Gloomy Sunday;
1 Sold My Heart to the Junkman; Poor Butterfly;
My Heart Reminds Me: The Polks Who Lire on
the Hill; Can You Tell.

Personnel: Miss McRae, vocals; orchestra ar
ranged and conducted by Jimmy Jones or Shorty
Rogers.
Rating: ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

This is the first opportunity I’ve had to
review my favorite singer and I’ll sincerely
try to avoid being gushy and flowery. It
may be difficult, however, because Carmen
has again given us near-flawless perform
ances on every track. I’ve been listening to
this extraordinary singer for a long time,
and the words of Lennon and McCartney
seem most appropriate: “It’s getting better
ail the time.” If that’s possible.
Carmen has always been superior, and I
am astounded to hear her seemingly top
herself on each successive album. Those
who have heard her perform in a club
know what it is to fee! genuine pain when
she sings of pain; cry genuine tears when
she tells of loneliness, rejection, lost love
and despair. To be able to transmit these
feelings so clearly is a skill few singers
ever come close lo achieving. With sincere
affection, I’ve long referred to Carmen as
The Teacher. Certainly she has taught me
much: diction, phrasing, intonation and
respect for melody and composer.
Carmen possesses one marvelous quality
which cannot be taught: she chooses great
songs. For example, let's examine the se
lections here. Six of the best standards;
two new songs, by the talented young sing
er-composer Margo Guryan; one Paul

Simon tune; an abbreviated version of Jim
Webb’s MacArthur Park (more on this
later). Junkman and My Heart Reminds
Me complete the set. AH are proof of
Carmen’s fastidious approach to material,
which has been a consistent factor through
out her career and is one of the reasons
she has retained her coveted position.
Carmen takes some potshots at the tired
syndrome, “I prefer ballads.” I suppose
she’d probably rather sing ballads, for they
are what she does best. But she knows it’s
not possible or practical lo throw away the
more swingy things, so she chooses inter
esting, challenging up-tunes. Don’t Go
Away, Silence and Can You Tell arc all
good, contemporary songs done to perfec
tion. It is possible to make a great deal of
sense with material much lighter in weight
than a Folks Who Live on the Hill.
As for her choice of arrangers, if I ever
record again, please may I have Jimmy
Jones? Il's been at least 10 years since I’ve
heard such sensitive, uncomplicated, beau
tiful and perfect settings for ballads. Jones
creates musical lovc-cushions for Carmen
on which she reclines regally. If you’re
lucky enough to have a headset, get lost
for a minute with it on Stardust or Folks.
If they don’t say “Love” to you, you may
not know what the word means. And
Jones gives her the same framework on
I Got It Bad and Watch. Sheer heaven.
Shorty Rogers wrote the remaining ar
rangements, especially a very effective
Gloomy Sunday. The others are musical,
simple, but swingy charts.
On MacArthur Park, Carmen sings the
middle section only: the meat of the tune
and the most lyrical portion which begins
with There will be another song for me,
for I will sing it. For me, this is the sec
tion of the tunc that makes the most sense
and apparently Carmen agrees. The lyric
is of the sort she handles so gracefully (I
am reminded that Sinatra once recorded
only the verse to Stardust).
I guarantee you will marvel at this
album. If you’re not already a McRae nut
like some of us, you'll no doubt be hooked
after this. Carmen is one of the great
pleasures of life. Like clean snow, strong
coffee, real trees at Christmas time or a
good football game. If you appreciate such
things, you’ll understand Carmen. And
besides. I’d love to turn you on.
—Carol Sloane
Toni Scott
RURAL STILL LIFE—Impulse 9171: Rural
Still Life 426; Song 41; Freak In; With Respect
to Coltrane; fuss Messin' Around; Body ami Soul.

Personnel: Scott, senor and soprano saxophones,
clarinet, bass clarinet, tenor and alto flutes; Mike
Lang, piano, clavinet; Chuck Domanico, bass;
John Guerin, drums.
Rating: * * ★ *

This is an uneven but very exciting col-
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lection, and it demonstrates, among other
things, that whatever one thinks of the
Don Ellis Band, the concepts he’s involved
with can be made to work brilliantly.
All the players here, save Guerin, are
Ellis alumni, and the arrangements empha
size the Ellisian trademarks of bizzare
lime signatures, a heavy reliance on the
contemporary rock idiom, and the struc
tural use of electronic distortion and super
imposition.
Ail four musicians play very well
throughout, with some minor cavils: Do
manico is a fine, swift soloist but does
little of note as an accompanist except
keep lime and play changes; Guerin doesn’t
really get hold of the full drum palette,
depending too much on cymbals and too
little on drums (in all fairness, he does a
superlative job of timekeeping in the high
ly complex metrical frameworks of many
of the tunes); and Scott, as he freely ad
mits in the liner notes, is at this point so
involved with so many disparate musical
contexts that a clear personal style does
not emerge.
None of this, however, diminishes the
feeling of exhilaration and exploration
that runs through the session. The quartet
blends together insightfully, overcoming
with scarcely a backward glance the diffi
culties imposed by the metrical and elec
tronic experimentation.
Lang is really the glue, emphasizing the
rhythmic and harmonic motifs when neces
sary while maintaining the freedom to
create countermelodies and broaden the
chord structures. He also swings like mad
in any time signature, as in his funky-butt
solo in 7/4 on Still Life, a very Ellisian
line.
It’s Scott’s date, though, and when he’s
right, there’s a compelling sense of urgency
and emotion in his playing. His tenor spots
on Freak are exemplary, and he makes
intelligent use of the loop echo both in
his solo and on the coda, ending with a
haunting cry echoing painfully. Tn the
chaotic ensemble playing following the
solos, he throws in some light-handed r&b
licks—incongruous, ironic and ciTcctlve.
Oddly (or maybe not), Scotl’s (wo best
solos are on Iwo of the more conventional
tunes: Messin’, a pleasant Mike Barone
line with interesting accents, and Body.
Scott reworks Body beautifully on so
prano, finding the most surprising inter
vals and eschewing the conventional pass
ing notes; the tune is scarce!)' discernible,
but Scott’s new melodies arc striking. On
the 1st chorus, after playing involved har
monic games with the bridge, he holds a
note for four bars on the verse, which
provides a stunning contrast.
The best track is Scott’s homage to
John Coltrane. The metrics arc original
(two half choruses, the first containing
four bars of sinuous 9/4, the second con
taining six of a harder-driving 5/4 and one
of 6/4—asymmetrical symmetry if you
will), but the line is most appropriate, out
of the Africa/Brass and Love Supreme
idiom.
The session is sometimes rough—oc
casionally the players go out on a limb
and saw it of! behind them—but the album
is alive and vital, and when it works, it
really works.
—Heineman

Archie Shepp
THE WAY AHEAD—Impulse AS917O: Danni
II I Know; Frankenstein,; Fiesta; Sophisticated
Lady.
Personnel: Jimmy Owens, trumpet, fluepelhorn;
Grachan Moncur, trombone; Shepp, tenor saxo
phone; Walter Davis, piano; Ron Carter, bass;
Roy Haynes or Beaver Harris, drums.
Rating: ★ ★★ 94

This isn’t the best LP Shepp has made,
but it’s worth having. Those who aren’t
particularly crazy about “the new thing”
might even enjoy some of it because two
performances, Sophisticated Lady and
Damn if I Know, a typical post-bop tune
by Walter Davis, aren’t that far out by
today’s standards.
Damn if 1 Know begins with the melody
stated by Carter. After the bassist has
finished his spot, Shepp solos. He’s ac
companied on this track by the rhythm
section, Moncur and Owens. They provide
him with relaxed, easy-going backing but
his solo work is extremely violent. He
seems to be playing from the guts. His
improvising, though not very melodically
imaginative, is tearingly forceful. He uses
rests well to set up some wild, explosive
effects.
During the first part of Frankenstein
Shepp solos strongly, accompanied by bass
and drums. Then Owens and Moncur come
in to provide him with a pre-established
background. Following this is a section
containing collective improvisation, during
which Moncur and Owens play very well.
Fiesta, a Shepp composition which seems
influenced by Charlie Mingus, has some
good solo work by the tenorman. It also
contains a long, very nice Shepp-Owens
duet. I wish that Owens, a brilliant mu
sician, had been featured more on this
album: he really doesn’t get much of a
chance to cut loose.
Sophisticated Lady has fine duet work
by Shepp and Carter (Shepp has the lead
and Carter improvises nimbly around him)
accompanied sensitively by Haynes. Shepp
employs rich colors and texlures here that
indicate the influence Ben Webster has had
on his playing.
A great deal of credit should go to
Carter, Haynes and Harris for their work
here. Carter is a consummate bassist.
Haynes, a great veteran of the bop era,
deserves praise for his ability to adapt
to Shepp’s kind of music. Harris, who ap
pears on Frankenstein and Fiesta, plays
very tastefully and imaginatively; his work
in the rhythm section is so varied and
musical that it, in itself, is a delight to
listen to.
—Pekar
Martini Solal
ON HOME GROUND—Milestone 9014: Card
van; Somebody Loves Me: Lover Alan; Lady Bird;
Tea for Three; TNT; Blues Maso.cbtsfc,

Personnel: Solal, piano; Gilbert Rovere, bass;
Charles Bcllonzi, drums.
Rating: ★ ★ Va

I was reminded while listening to this
session of the way my dog runs on ice; he
achieves fantastic speed and coordination
for a short stretch, and then his feet slip
in four directions and he goes sprawling.
There is no denying Solai’s technical
mastery—he’s in a league wilh Oscar Peter
son and Denny Zeitlin and only a step
behind Art Tatum and Earl Hines—or his
ability to assimilate different idioms, but
those qualities work against him. He can
do anything, and knows so much, and con-
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sequently, his solos are potpourris of dis
similar ideas with no logical construction
or consistent mood. He can swing, for in
stance, as he does on Somebody—he just
doesn’t for very long. And he’s very cold
—brilliant light but precious little heat.
The rhythm section doesn’t contribute
much either. Bellonzi seems to forget for
interminable stretches that his equipment
includes a snare, toms, and a bass drum.
His spiritual home is the sticked hi-hat,
and he depends upon it too much.
There’s a great deal of unison and alter
nating riff work between Solal and rhythm,
but it is never allowed to build long
enough to do what riffs are supposed to
do in terms of tension and release. Prob
ably the central problem is that neither
Bellonzi nor Rovere can keep up with
Solal's kaleidoscope imagination and blind
ing speed long enough to develop comple
mentary lines.
The side of standards generates little
interest, except a glimpse of what might
have been. Somebody does swing, as I
said, and there are sections of welcome
warmth on Lover, but Solal undercuts
them by tricking them up and by closing
with a stunningly inappropriate classical
quote. This is mindful of Tatum as is the
quote from Humoresque on Bird, but Ta
tum—usually—exercised taste in his inter
polations.
Caravan strongly resembles the Duke
Ellington-Charlie Mingus-Max Roach ver
sion on Money Jungle, especially in the
drone effect established by Rovere, but
Solal is a great deal less concerned with
the melody than Ellington was, and the
rhythm—by accident or design—doesn’t set
itself until the second verse of the initial
statement. (Taste again: a quote from
Pop Goes the Weasel closes the release.
Feh.) Solal is stronger rhythmically in his
solo than usual, though, and there arc
some nice moments.
The three originals are more complex
and, to that degree, more interesting.
Solal's solo on Tea is spare and effective
in spots, although it doesn’t really' go any
where. TNT, a line deriving from the same
influences present in much of Zeitlin’s and
Clare Fischer’s work, is composed of short
phrases alternating symmetrically between
a chorded quasi-misterioso effect and tre
mendously fast, sure-fingered runs. In the
sections of his improvisation correspond
ing to the latter phrases, the pianist plays
under even quarter notes with the left
hand and dazzling runs with the right;
the result is most exciting. The tunc moves
through a false ending into swing time
and back to the high-speed tempo before
closing.
Blues is the best cut—a strange, sharpchorded line that barely hints at the con
ventional blues changes. In the middle of
Solal’s jagged solo, Bellonzi picks up a
ride beat, and the pianist moves into un
accented mysterious chords, producing a
chilling, moving tension. Shortly there
after, Solal moves to stutter chords whose
rhythm Bellonzi duplicates on toms, a
nice effect, though slightly prolonged and
apparently begging for admiration.
I don’t know. People whose judgment I
respect greatly, including jazz pianists of
the first rank, dig Solal. And his talent and
imagination are large. But there is a very

French tendency lo overreact to the often
self-indulgent romanticism of the 19th and
early 20th centuries, to deride too much
seif-revelation. This reaction has some
sound intellectual bases, but it arises as
well from fear of putting one’s real in
nards on display; one laughs at emotion
alism because one is afraid his emotions
are laughable.
Perhaps I’m digging deeper than the
subject warrants, but it sounds to me as if
that's where Solal is.
—Heineman
Various Artists
BARNES. ALCORN & BIGARD—Jazz Cru
sade JC-2017: Bourbon Strict Parade; Blueberry
Hill; Maryland, My Maryland; Yearning; Down
bi Hanky Tonk Town; Beale Street Blues; Fidg
ety Feet; Mood Indigo; The Sbeik of Araby.

Personnel: Alvin Alcorn, crumpet; Bill Bissonnette. trombone; Paul Barnes, clarinet, alto saxo
phone; Dick Griffith, banjo; Dick McCarthy,
bass; Alex Bigard, drums.
Rating: -k'/l

Jazz Crusade is a sort of vanity label,
headed up by trombonist-drummer "Big”
Bill Bissonnette, as he likes to be known.
He has written the “notes" for this album,
too, which consist entirely of a blow-byblow description of the final track and
why it “is one of the great masterpieces
of traditional jazz history” (fee! an odd
sensation of foreboding?). This piece of
exposition is far closer to being a “master
piece” than is Sheik, and demonstrates one
forester’s inability to see his trees.
“This Sheik," Big Bill writes, “is the
textbook recording of traditional jazz. If
someone ever asks you what traditional
jazz is just put it (sic) on the turntable,
listen quietly, and when it is over say:
‘That is traditional jazz. If you like that
go out and start collecting traditional jazz
records. If you didn’t like it, forget it
baby and start looking for another field
because traditional jazz is not for you’.”
A sincere statement from a dedicated man,
as anyone can plainly' see.
I didn’t like it, Bill. And anyone who
knows me knows I love traditional jazz,
as a musical language, as much as the
next fellow and the fellow on the other
side of him. I say don't buy this record
—unless, of course, you’re a subscriber to
Jazz Crusade already and like what you’re
getting. There is so much wrong with it,
and so little to commend it, when com
pared wilh records of both similar and
dissimilar styles, that there is no reason
for it to exist.
Positively, there is Alvin Alcorn, who
manages to perform decently despite the
odds (the full star is for him), Barnes’
alto playing in general (he is primarily a
saxophonist, who plays some clarinet),
McCarthy’s apparent ability to remain
calm in the fact of chaos, and Bigard’s
drumming on the first chorus of Sheik,
which he subsequently voids by his play
ing on the last chorus. Bigard, like Cie
Frazier, is very good at parade-style snare
drumming, and swings hard with it, but,
unfortunately, he rushes when he falls into
more conventional jazz methods. This may
make for uncomfortable listening.
So may Griffith’s “soloing” on the chor
uses given to the rhythm section, and so
may Big Bill's intonation and inaccuracy.
He irretrievably torpedoes himself on the
first chorus of Yearning, and by including
this track reveals himself to be either

totally unselfish or totally tin-eared.
Inside and out, this album is indeed a
classic, though not in the intended sense.
Jazz, it’s been said, should make one
laugh and feel good. I laughed at this
LP, but I feel bad, because it boldly pre
tends to be something it isn't, and if it
gets to even one poor soul who doesn’t
know any better, it’s done some damage.
And do we need that, good friends?
The jacket and labels—could it have
cost any more to make them accurate and
consistent? Fidgety Feet (misspelled on
the liner) is self-consciously given first by
its original title, War Cloud (label) and
Warcloud (liner); War Clouds is correct.
The “A” side lists the album’s title, and
the “B” lists the personnel, omitting Mc
Carthy and the presence of the saxophone.
Closing thoughts: the drums are over
recorded; Judy Bissonnetle needs a better
camera; Bill needs a better freehand print
er. Don’t expect the verse to Honky Took
Town (you wouldn’t anyway, would you,
if you know Ihis idiom) because it’s too
difficult. (Imagine trying to figure out the
changes to that verse, while being satisfied
with those used on the release of Yearn
ing!) And, buy or not, take a minute in
the shop to read the notes; fervor like
that is rarely seen in print. “Compatible
stereo" is claimed.
—Jones
Various Artists
RHYTHM ’N’ BLUES. Vol. 1 (The End of
an Era)—Imperial LM-9Í00J: No One to Love
Me (The Shaweez): Keep Your Leet on the
Floor (The Jewels); Teardrop Eyes (The Dukes);
Made to Love (The Sharptones); I W'ant Your
Love (The Mellow Drops); Darling Please (The
Bees): /tre Yon Forgetting Ale (The Kidds);
You Played the Part (The Spiders); Aiy Secret
(The Barons): Chimes (The Pelicans); He’s the
Fat Man (The Hawks); Please Return (The
Jewels); Red Sails in the Sunset (The Five
Keys); Ray Pearl (The Jivers).
Rating: See below

Since rock has gotten to be an “in”
thing, some people have begun to take a
scholarly interest in it, and the forms of
music it grew from. Some record com
panies (Atlantic, Columbia, Roulette, Mer
cury) have responded by reissuing LPs of
old rhythm-and-blues and rock *n* roll
performances. Some of these reissue al
bums have included fine work by important
artists, but this LP is esthetically poor—
although it may be of interest to the r&b
record collector.
R&b, it must be remembered, was a
commercial form of music even before
white kids were turned on to it by the
likes of Alan Freed. Certainly some great
performers, for example, Ray Charles and
James Brown, have been classified as r&b
artists. But many r&b records were cut by
people with limited talent hoping to make
a lot of money fast. Many weren’t particu
larly well received when they were issued,
and sound dated now.
These selections were cut in the early
and middle '50s. Some have been previous
ly unissued. The quality of the tracks
ranges from terrible to pretty good, though
most are just dull. No One to Love Me,
with its shaky lead vocal and its corny
talking parts, is so bad it’s funny; people
who dig camp may want to hear it.
On the other hand, there are a few
decent things on the album. Red Sails in
the Sunset is a smooth, pleasant perform
ance by the Five Keys (the group that
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ARTIST

Ret. Mem.

Journey Within/
The Charles Lloyd Quartet
The Big Band/The New One/Buddy Rich
Miles In The Sky/Miles Davis
Reflections/
Big Band Bossa Nova/Stan Getz
697 The Swinger From Rlo/Sergio Mendes
563 The Best Of Jimmy Smith
565 Best Of Wes Montgomery
700 Soulful Strut/The Young-Holt Unlimited
662 Electric Ladyland/
Jimi Hendrix Experience
704 Greatest Hils/Duke Ellington
705 Ode to 52nd Street/Kenny Burrell
706 Third Stream Music/
Modern Jazz Quartet
688 Best Of Cannonball Adderley
707 Getting Our Thing Together/
Brother Jack McDuff
708 Up Above The Rock/Ray Bryant
709 At His Best/Lou Donaldson
710 Let Every Soul Say Amen/
Yusef Lateef
711 Silver Cycles/Eddie Harris
712 Road Song/Wes Montgomery
713 Light My Fire/Woody Herman
714 In Concert/The Soulful Strings
715, Mother Nature's Son/Ramsey Lewis
716 Heavy Heads Voyage To/Various Artists
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had a hit recording of Ling Ting Tong, as
some of you may recall).
Despite the generally poor quality of its
tracks, the LP does have some historical
importance. The characteristic sounds of
r&b of the ’50s, e.g. raw tenor saxophone
solos and monotonous vocal accompani
ments, are very much in evidence. It’s a
useful document for students of American
popular music who want to hear what
more-or-less typical r&b was like.
Especially in view of the fact that it
probably won’t make much money from
this LP, Imperial deserves a pat on the
back for releasing it.
■—Pekar
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Benny Goodman, Clarinet A La King
(Epic EE 22025)
Eating: kk k Vi

Earl Hines, Hines Rhythm (Epic EE
22021)
Rating:*****

Gene Krupa, That Drummer’s Band
(Epic EE 22027)
Rating: * ** *

Artie Shaw, Free For All (Epic EE
22023)
Rating: * * * *
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Epic has unleashed a fresh package of
six jazz reissues under the banner of its
Encore scries. As in the previous release,
one is a blues collection (Big Bill Broonzy)
and the rest are from the early and middle
swing period (in addition to the above,
ihe Louis Armstrong album reviewed in
the Feb. 20 issue). There have been a few
changes in the method of presentation,
and before looking at the matter a word
should be said about the manner.
First, producer Frank Driggs has wisely
abandoned the previous practice of beef
ing up the sound with echo and stereo.
(The echo last year was especially an
noying when slapped on the intimate Elling
ton small band sides.) Here, the music is
allowed to stand on its own technical
merits, and it stands tall. Second, a greater
percentage of the tracks are new to LP
issue. Last year's releases were all based
on 12-inch LPs issued in the mid-1950s to
which four “new” tracks were added. And
third, all the discographical information is
now printed on the back cover—a small
but important point.
The most diligent job of discography is
contained in the Goodman set. Four selec
tions (The Earl, Buckle Down Winsocki,
St. Louis Blues, and Peter and the Wolf)
arc previously unissued takes. Three others
(Let's Do It, If I Had You, and Clarinet
A La King) were issued but soon with
drawn and replaced with takes Goodman
considered superior. The remaining selec
tions came out routinely as 78s but have
never been on LP. For this thoughtful job
of programing, a deep bow to Russ Con
nor, who has one of the most complete
Goodman collections in the world and
knows his way around the deep, dark
vaults of Columbia.
Yet this is not the record it should be,
since Connor was forced to work under
certain restrictions imposed by Columbia.
As a result, no material by the Goodman
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sextet with Charlie Christian is included,
a discouraging fact, since that was Good
man's most enduring work of the 1939-41
period. In fact, one of the most perplex
ing aspects of an otherwise enlightened
a&r mentality at Columbia is why the
1941 I’ve Found a New Baby, which con
tains perhaps Christian’s most brilliant re
corded solo, has never gotten onto an
LP. An Encore set devoted to these Good
man-Christian sides and some of the many
alternate takes thereof would be a price
less addition to long-playing jazz literature.
These regrets aside, however, there is
much of interest presented here. Sid Cat
lett’s forceful drumming on Clarinet (too
forceful for Goodman’s tastes) strikes
sparks not present in the more familiar
version (on CL 2483). Caprice XXIV,
I’m Here, and Peter are swinging big band
flights with Goodman, Goodman again
and Cootie Williams, and an airy Basie-like
rhythm section taking honors respectively.
Limehouse, St. Louis, and If I Had You
were the first sextet sides without Chris
tian, and though it shows in a relative
listlessness, there are good solos from
Goodman, Lou McGarity and Mel Pow
ell. Five other selections are pleasant
Peggy Lee ballads and novelties, and Winsocki offers a vocal by Goodman.
The Hines album covers a wider period
of time, beginning in 1933 and proceeding
into 1938. Hines already had moved from
the so-called trumpet style with which he
made his initial reputation in the late
’20s. The single-note lines appear more
intricate than in his earlier recordings, and
all his work here sounds remarkably con

temporary to modern ears. He doesn’t play
a poor solo on the entire record. He dis
plays a fierce drive on the swingers, wilh
dizzying attacks of notes, often in odd
rhythmic and tonal juxtapositions. Listen
to the last four bars of his chorus on
Cavernism and imagine the reactions in
1933 of those who were accustomed to the
comfortable stride styles of Fats Waller
and James P. Johnson. Another early
beauty heard here is Harlem Lament, a
bit less startling, but note for note—and
there are plenty—one of Hines’ finest
records of the 1930s.
Most of Ihe charts are by Jimmy Mun
dy, who knew how to write in the tense,
hard-driving idiom which was de rigueur in
the 1930s. His Mad House (1934) is taken
a bit slower than the Goodman version
(1935), though both have their merits. It
is odd, however, to find a tuba in the
Hines rhythm section this late. It was
outdated by then and adds a corny, late
’20s touch not appropriate to the swinging
arrangement. (An interesting point of com
parison is offered in the Hines and Good
man versions; a chance to measure at
roughly the same time and in the same
musical framework the swirling runs and
complex cross-rhythms of Hines against
the more introverted, contemplative style
of one of his most celebrated admirers,
Jess Stacy.) Though it is listed in the liners
as a head arrangement, Flany Doodle
Swing may also have been a Mundy effort,
as it sounds similar to his earlier Take It
Easy (1933), later retitled Swingtime in
the Rockies. Other Hines arrangers repre
sented are Henri Woode, whose chart for

Rosetta is a bit dull, Quinn Wilson, Cecil
Irwin and Willie Randall.
Other musical highlights include the
brilliant Pianology and the very good
Rhythm Sundae, both from the same 1937
session. The former also offers a driving
chorus by Budd Johnson, whose style then
was a curious blend of Hawkins and
Young, and a blistering split chorus in
which trumpeter Walter Fuller, the best
soloist in the Hines brass section, takes the
release. Honeysuckle Rose provides a satis
fying glimpse of Hines in a quartet set
ting with clarinetist Omer Simeon, Johnson,
and drummer Wallace Bishop, whose
rhythm is a bit heavy.
The band as a unit was a fine, unpre
tentious, swinging group in the Henderson
tradition, but without the distinctive style
that marked Lunceford, Ellington and
Basie. Its greatest strength was the leader,
who was (and is) a brilliant soloist and
who had a sharp ear for spotting good
men with whom to surround himself.
The critics have been taking pot shots
(no pun intended) at Gene Krupa for 30
years and more. He’s too heavy; he rushes
the beat; he is too loud; he has no subtlety,
etc. It became fashionable to put him
down as too much of a showman and not
enough of a jazzman, and overlook the
fact that within his acknowledged limits he
can function with a wonderful flamboy
ance and excitement that has sparked many
bands and small groups. (Admittedly, the
harsh criticism has probably been a re
action to the equally strong tendency of
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others to confuse his showmanship with
his musicianship and overrate him.)
Though he was (and is) an excellent and
versatile technician, his work at its most
natural and characteristic best crackles with
the hollow, ricocheting snap of the rimshot
followed in the next beat by a mighty
wallop on the bass wilh foot pedal. Sur
rounding this basic framework is a curi
ously chaotic counterpoint between ride
cymbal and snare, underlined by a more
or less steady pulse on the bass. In solo,
he frequently begins with a roll which he
introduces a contrasting rhythmic pattern
after a few bars. Once established, he’ll
bounce off a cluster of controlled rim
shots at regular intervals, which invariably
catch the listener with their infectious

variations on the basic beat. Finally, he’ll
break the tension with a climactic barrage
of thunder. The result is a loose, unre
strained, and probably undiscriminating
spontaneity that comes over well on rec
ords in the right setting and can be thrill
ing when seen in person.
Unfortunately, Krupa recorded too few
of his best jazz performances (RCA owns
a small-band date from 1937 with Roy
Eldridge, Chu Berry, Goodman, et al.),
preferring to dwell on ballads, novelties,
drum showcases and covering hits by other
bands. The selections presented here find
Krupa generally restrained, surfacing in a
few brief solos. Side one contains eight
instrumentals: He’s Gone, a routine swing
killer differ; Feeling Fancy and Blues
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Krieg, two originals featuring some Lesterish tenor by Sam Donahue; The Ser
geant Was Shy, an inadequate imitation
of the Ellington piece done 11 months
earlier; Who, an uptempo chart sparked
by Krupa’s heavy but driving drums.
Hamtramck, Sweet Georgia Brown and
Full Dress Hop are pleasant swingers, the
latter borrowing its opening from Lester
Leaps In.
Side Evo is dominated by Anita O’Day
and Roy Eldridge, who together gave the
Krupa band its most enduring identity.
Miss O’Day is best when playing it
straight; her Georgia On My Mind is the
vocal highlight of the LP. Eldridge has a
beautiful turn on Green Eyes, first a riproaring duel with Krupa and then a won
derful, full-throated solo against the band
with Krupa playing the crispest high hat
cymbal in the album. Eldridge is elegant
in the Armstrong manner on Walls Keep
Talking. Drummer's Band opens in Sing,
Sing, Sing fashion and reaches its climax in
another Eldridge-Krupa sparring session.
When Artic Shaw decided to abandon
his string-ensemble concept of dance music
in 1937, he said, perhaps with a touch of
bitterness, that he was going to organize
“the loudest damn band in America.” But
Shaw’s superior sense of musical taste ran
counter to his angry declaration, and what
emerged was the fine though not particu
larly original dance band heard on these
selections. Based on the familiar formula
of byplay between saxophone and brass
sections, it was set apart by the Shaw
clarinet, which was one of the most dis
tinctive (and curiously, least imitated)
styles of the era.
These records were made for Brunswick
between May and December, 1937, before
the band’s first big hits for Bluebird. Many
of the arrangements (including I Surrender
Dear, The Chant, Nightmare, and NonStop Flight) were re-recorded for Bluebird
later, generally with better results as far as
the band and rhythm section were con
cerned but not always in the case of Shaw,
whose style had already matured and who
contributes some wonderful playing on
these sides. Here, as latcr, the key ele
ment in his style is the tone—round and
full in the lower and middle registers and
capable of startling the ear with sudden,
piercing and perfectly executed ascensions
into the upper ranges. His phrases were
often tied together with quick, complicated
little clusters of notes, slurred together like
scoops of sound. His rhythms were more
daring than Goodman’s, although the in
tricacy of his style didn’t often lend itself
to the driving swing which Goodman
achieved by sticking to eighth-notes.
The liner notes by Jeff Scott, who must
have set a record for inaccuracies in his
notes for Columbia’s Benny Goodman's
Greatest Hits two or three seasons back,
offer some revealing remarks by Shaw but
contain an error that should be set straight.
Scott asserts that the version of Non-Stop
Flight heard here is an unissued master,
but it was most recently issued on a 10inch Epic LP (LN 1102) in 1955 and
prior to that on LG 1017 in 1954. He also
cites the recording date as February, 1938,
whereas the vital statistics on the back say
December 30, 1937. —John McDonough

When Buddy DeFranco, leader of the Glenn Miller Orchestra, takes his turn

it's usually the high point of the concert. Buddy's one of our high points:
he plays ourclarinet.That's something even the most discerning of audiences

couldn't tell you, but that's not the point. The point is, that audiences like

what Buddy DeFranco does with his clarinet, and as we said before ... that
clarinet is a Leblanc (Paris) “LL."
Make your turn a turn for the better...

try Leblanc... the "turn for the better" clarinet.
G. LEBLANC CORPORATION

LEblANC

Kenosha, Wisconsin 53141

It's Buddy’s

TOMMY VIG/BLINDFOLD TEST
Tommy Vig was a highly desirable subject for a Blindfold
Test, since he is a man with firm convictions and a desire to
express them. He is the type who, when outraged by some event
or other, really does write to his congressman or to the Presi
dent.
Born in Budapest in 1938, Vig, like Gabor Szabo, fled Hungary
during the 1956 uprising. He had graduated from Bartok Con
servatory at home but continued his studies at Juilliard.
In the U.S. he divided his time between commercial assign
ments with the likes of Martin Denny, Esquivel, Meyer Davis,
and occasional jazz gigs with Bill Evans, Duke Jordan and others.
As more and more of his work tended to center in Las Vegas,
he took up residence there a couple of years ago. Living with
his wife Mia (one of the Kim Sisters), he divides his work into
two sharply separated compartments. To make a living, he plays
drums and vibes in the casinos. To satisfy his soul, he plays
vibes, composes and arranges, and gives occasional concerts
locally. His suite Four Pieces for Neophonic Orchestra was per
formed by that ensemble in Los Angeles in 1966.
“In my mind,” he says, “I am already preparing answers to
angry letters that will greet this Blindfold Test."
—Leonard Feather
1. CHARLES

LLOYD.

love-In

(from

love-In,

Allanlic). Lloyd, flute, composer; Keith Jarrell,
piano; Ron McClure, bass; Jack DeJohnetie,
drums.

First of all, I don’t know why you play
this for me; I don’t like it; it’s very prim
itive. I don’t see too much merit in this
and, anyway, it has no jazz value; I don’t
know what the commercial value is, if it
has any. I notice that the pianist could
play much better things than this. It was
like an extended, rockish blues with the
last dominant 7lh chord extended maybe
two or four bars; they dwelled upon that
a little longer. The flute, when it’s playing
the melody, is sometimes out of tunc;
perhaps it’s an Eastern instrument and not
a regular flute; otherwise I don’t see why he
would be playing it out of tune sometimes.
Sometimes good musicians do these
things; I don’t know why, maybe it’s be
cause of commercial aspirations, but I’m
not going to rate it at all.
2. SUN RA. Street Named Hell (from Sun Song,
Delmark). Sun Ra, piano, composer; Bob Bar
ry, drums; Jim Hearndon, tympani. Recorded
1958.

I liked the first chorus the best. First of
all, I was relieved that you played some
thing that I liked. The tympani was used
very well in the first two or three cho
ruses. Later on it started to go down; the
tympani and the drums played eights with
a bass background, and neither that back
ground nor any of those eights were too
interesting or very good.
It reminds me a little bit of some of
the things that Charlie Mingus did, but
this is not this brilliant a talent. Some of
the drum things that were played reminded
me of Shelly's playing, but I think he
would have stayed in time and would have
been better. I would rate it 2M stars.

Reddie wrote the chart and I liked the
slower and simpler part in the middle when
they go into half-time the best. I would
rate it four stars.

it from the highest possible viewpoint of
pure jazz, 2K.

4. ROY AYERS. Stoned Soul Picnic (from
Stoned Soul Picnic, Atlantic). Charles Tolliver,

Jim Stewart, second guitar; Louis Kobok, bass;
Jim Keltner, drums; Hal Gordon, percussion.

Irumpet; Herbert Laws, flute; Gary Bartz, allo
saxophone; Ayers, vibes; Herbie Hancock,
piano; Ron Carter, bass; Grady Tale, drums;
Laura Nyro, composer.

This is the thing I really don’t like; I
would say it’s bad and phony and ugly,
except for the vibes solo, which shows
good talent and good technique and swing
... I don’t know who it was; it reminded
me of Terry Gibbs a little bit and I hope
none of my friends are involved in this.
I don’t like the tune, arrangement or their
conception—none of them have merit or
truth or high artistic aims or anything
... I just dislike everything about it.
All the components that this consists of,
like let’s say the rock rhythm or this half
rock rhythm, individually I don't like them.
But, put together like this, it’s very bad.
This makes me really mad that they do
this and, frankly, the people who play,
they arc ... I don’t like to say. I simply
don’t understand why they do this so
much.
I wouldn't rate this at all.
5. STAN KENTON. Mon (from Tho Jazz Com
positions of Dee Barton, Copilol). Mike Price,

lead Irumpet; Jay Daversa, trumpet; Ray Reed,
alto saxophone; Barton, drums, composer.

It’s Stan Kenton’s band. It was a modal
composition and arrangement with different
superimposed feelings on the 3/4 time.
Like the usual big band sessions, they prob
ably didn’t have enough time to correct
other little mistakes, or they just didn’t
want to edit it too much . . . the lead
trumpet player certainly plays very high.
The soloists were mostly, to use one of
3. LOUIE BELLSON. 3 X 5 + I* (from Break
your expressions, perfunctory. However, it
through, Project 3). Bellson, Freddie Thompson,
was pure jazz with no other but musical
composers; Bellson, drums; Doug Allen, percus
purposes, and as we have seen, that in itself
sion.
After the first 15 seconds I was pretty
is a rare quality. So, for the braveness
sure it was Buddy Rich, with a fantastic
... I don’t know when it was recorded.
and exact technique that I don't think too
If it was recorded recently, certainly it’s a
many other drummers have. I don’t know . great merit that it's free and trying to say
if he plays this arrangement in the club, whatever he wants to say, regardless of
but it seemed to be a more modern one commercial purposes.
than he usually plays. I would say Bill
For that I would give 3Ji stars. Judging
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6. GABOR SZABO. Theme from Valley of the
Dolls (from Bacchanal, Skye). Szabo, guitar;

A psuedo-classical guitar opening, with
electronic manipulation . . . later a rhumba
beat was added. Perhaps it’s a rock tune;
I can recognize them sometimes by the
total lack of logic, while Western scales
and harmonies are abused. Most of them,
including the Beatles tunes, can be com
pared to the painting of that monkey who
is given paint and just splashes it on the
canvas. Since the monkey is using regu
lar paint, they consider it a painting. This
can be considered music, I guess, because
it uses musical instruments, and abuses
them.
No musical value. Pity so many jazz
men become like stupefied; they listen to
these torturous melodies and progressions
that are like abusing bad tunes that were
written in the early 1900s—take them and
put little melodies there—it’s just atro
cious. I hope I will never lose my sanity
and do things like this.
7. JAZZ
CRU5ADERS. Promises,
(from Powerhouse, Pacific Jazz).

Promises

Leonard, is this supposed to be a jazz
Blindfold Test? This was very boring; I
wouldn’t want to listen to it even while
having dinner. I don’t rate it at ali.
8. PHIL WOODS. Alive & Well (from Alive
& Well in Paris, Palhe-Marconi). Woods, olio
saxophone; George Grunlz, piano; Henri Texier,
bass; Daniel Humair, drums. Recorded Nov.
1968.

This reminds me of the Benny GolsonArt Farmer group. I would have rated
this kind of jazz three stars 12 years ago.
I don’t know when this was recorded, but
it’s very dated.
I’m extremely sorry you played so few
things that I liked; things like Coltrane,
Albert Ayler, Miles Davis, Lee Konitz,
Milt Jackson, etc., or anyone with swing
ing, original, beautiful ideas, high aims
and pure music.
I listen to classical music more than I
listen to jazz. I don’t like anything com
mercial or anything with a rhumba beat
added.
E®
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Louie Bellson
Louie Bellson & his orchestra

CAUGHT IN THE ACT
Carol Sloane
The Frog & Nightgown, Raleigh, N. C.
Personnel: Miss Sloane, vocals; Don Friedman, piano;
Shelton Williams, bass; Peter Ingram, drums.

Carol Sloane is back!
Ending a two-ycar hiatus from jazz, the
attractive singer chose this new room for
her second club appearance in as many
years, and once again displayed a singular
command of the bitter-sweet ballad and
a sense of scat commentary that surcly
would bring a smile to Ella Fitzgerald's
face.
Her varied sets were stunning; her voice
impeccable—richer, fuller, more finely dis
ciplined now, with exquisite intonation
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projects faster and farther.The rounded
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hear. And to me it sounds mighty good.
I'm glad Ovation was bold enough to
question traditional methods and find a
better way to make guitars."

Stop in at your Ovation dealer's
and try a Roundback for yourself.
Mail coupon today for his name
and address.
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Zip

are many, but for several members of her
audience there was particular nostalgia in
Here's That Rainy Day, a song she sang
through many wonderful sets in New York
clubs.
Her listeners—one jazz pianist traveled
more than 500 miles round trip to hear
her again—were fascinated by her under
standing of the verse, which she employs
in most of her songs. Especially inter
esting and affecting were those to Elling
ton’s I Got It Bad and Stardust.
Miss Sloane is one of the few singers
who cares enough or seems to know
enough about the potential of the verse,
which is a sad commentary on our jazz
singers of the last decade or so. Often she
presents these “prologues” a cappclla, yet
she never fails to segue into the melody
exactly on key! A remarkable performer,
she is never afraid of the dramatic ap
proach (favored by her idol, Carmen Mc
Rae) but always eschews overstatement.
Backing hcr during the week-long en
gagement was Don Friedman, an enviable
accompanist, always tasteful, weaving
subtle embellishment behind the singer’s
lyric line.
Both artists, though, were not well
served by club owner Peter Ingram, an
erratic drummer who tends to lose control
of tempo in the up numbers; and bassist
Shelton Williams, who sometimes steps
heavily on other people’s lines, mainly
because he seems unfamiliar with a num
ber of selections, even classics like Star
dust.
—Bill Morrison
Mother Earth
The Boston Tea Party, Boston, Mass.
Personnel: Reverend Stallings, tenor saxophone, vocals;
R. Powell St. John, harmonica, vocals; Tracy Nelson,
piano, vocals; Claybomo Butler Cotton, organ, piano;
Toad Andrews, guitar; Bob Arthur, electric bass; Lon
nie Castilla, drums.

Carol Sloane
Remarkable Performer

that belies the long, wasteful silence of the
last two years.
Hers is a voice with a raw silk texture,
a luxurious yet resilient quality, a varied
instrument that comfortably ranges from
much of the quieter Ellington material
(there’s a promising album here) to sev
eral fine up-tempo blues things, including
her best received number, Centerpiece.
Even her sidemen applauded the latter.
Word of mouth and rave reviews built
SRO crowds in this 175-seat room, and
these crowds were mesmerized. The Satur
day night audience sat in concert-like
quietness, ultimately demanding and re
ceiving an unscheduled fourth set of eight
songs.
The delights of Miss Sloane’s selections

Prediction: This band is going to be very,
very big. It deserves to be.
When it hits, it will do it, initially, on
the strength of Miss Nelson, a powerful,
tasteful rock vocalist, and the only white
chick besides Janis Joplin to have assimi
lated the black idiom with no hint of
posturing. There is bound to be an endless
string of comparisons between the two
girls. There shouldn’t be. Apart from com
ing on black (which Janis does physically
and vocally, Tracy only vocally) and a
couple of superficial similarities (both ex
tend “o" syllables with a kind of yodel—
“wo-oo-wo—oo—wo”—and their ranges
arc both roughly contralto, though Tracy's
is slightly lower than Janis’), they are two
different girls. Tracy apparently takes her
chief inspiration from rock ’n’ roll singers,
while Janis is a more Southwest blues
belter; Tracy is in control of her vocal
effects at all times, while Janis, who is
more exciting at first (and more excited)
often reaches for phrases she can only ap
proximate. More debatably, Janis’ singing
seems slightly more feminine than Tracy’s
—Tracy is with Mother Earth, but Janis
is Earth Mother—although it should be
emphasized that Miss Nelson is very ap
pealing indeed, onstage and off.

Special Get-Acquainted
Offer to Professionals !

Tracy has another thing going for her
that Janis, until recently, at least, did not:
She’s with a highly competent band, the
core of which is Castille, who is, right
now, among the most accomplished rock
drummers. He made every tune in the set
exciting, even when the arrangements in
themselves were not. The only relatively
weak links are St. John, whose harp play

Offer good only until June 1,1969.

¿arien tweeds
Order factory-sealed box of 25,
save nearly 50%. Limited timel
Box Box of 25,
of 25 Postpaid
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List to You
Clarinet ................... $ 8.25. .$4.40
Alto Saxophone .... 12.50.. 6.50
Tenor Saxophone ... 15.00.. 7.75
Baritone Saxophone . 18.75.. 9.65
1% Soft; 2, Vh Medium Soft;
3, 3'Zt Medium; 4 Medium Hard.
BERG LARSEN REEDS
Ideal Musical Merchandise Company
889 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10003

JAGERS*
Timpani
Tracy Nelson
Tasteful and Appealing

Each drum has full octave range with
basic pitch set by one master control.
Stay in tune tuning is 90% automatic.
The trouble-free pedal travel is equal to
chromatic intervals.
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1402 E. Chestnut, Santa Ana, Calif. 92701

ing is thin and derivative and whose vocals
are positively irritating, and Arthur, also
unoriginal, and on the first two or three
up-tempo numbers, unable to keep up. Cot
ton contributed a couple good Otis Spanninlluenced piano spots, but was only ade
quate on organ through most of the set.
He's capable of much more, however, as
his work with Charley Musselwhite has
amply demonstrated.
Apparently, Stallings is relegated to be
ing the warm-up singer, which is unfortu
nate—he’s an excellent soul singer, and
did a nice version of Higher and Higher.
The arrangement, however, emphasized a
slightly too heavy back beat, which viti
ated the song’s movement. He played nice
tenor on Little Willie John’s I Need Your
Love So Bad, helped immeasurably by
Castille’s work. Miss Nelson's vocal was
just right: forceful but not a whit over
stated. On the coda, the band dropped out,
leaving her and the bass and drums; her
power is such that there was no loss of
tension or drive.
They did the title track from their al
bum, Livin’ with the Animals, a harmoni-

DEALERS'EDUCATORS
PLAYERS'SCHOOLS
Now available for the
first time anywhere!
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should be, for it provides a marvelous
supplement to Jazz Dance, the Steams
book. No amount of written description
can take the place of seeing the dances
performed, and in this case they were
presented in roughly chronological order.
First came the Cakewalk, the slave’s
satirical translation of the master’s pomp
and artificiality; then the Camel Walk, an
animal imitation dance, comically per
formed by the lanky James; the Buck
Dance was an Afro-American variation on
the Irish jig; and the Shimmy (“a good
way to lose weight,” as Minns demon
strated) became the rage after World War
I through what Stearns has called the
“naive” version of Gilda Gray. Then James
did the Jig Walk, in which some may
have recognized the Slop,. Minns the sen
sual Snake Hip, and James the grotesque
Black Bottom, another. Negro dance of
venerable origin that was a sensation when
it hit Broadway in modified form via Ann
Pennington and George White’s Scandals
of 1926.

By this time, historically, Harlem was
beginning to become the place to go, and
the Afro-American the arbiter of danc
ing styles. The Shim Sham, James ex
plained, is still done in TV musical shows
as the company shuffles prior to its final
bow. The Charleston, with the audience
encouraged to clap the beat, was shown
in a sedate form (James), as it was
“after it went to college and became more
expressive” (Minns), as a “scarecrow”
speciality (James), and as the Stop
Jazz As Dance
Charleston (both dancers).
Town Hall, New York City
Henry Bradley was then introduced.
Personnel: Al Minns. Leon James, dancers; Henry
“Being born in Harlem robbed me of the
Bradley, vocal and guitar; Ralph Berton, narrator.
opportunity of being an ethnic blues sing
This afternoon program, part of a series er,” he explained. “They come from farentitled Saturday Is Family Day at Town off, exotic places like Birmingham, Eng
Hall, was introduced with breezy paternal land, and Memphis, Egypt” He sang John
ism by Ormond Drake (Director of Town Lee Hooker’s .Crawlin* King Snake and
Hall), who introduced Pastor John Gen- several other blues with a big, resonant
sel, who introduced Ralph Berton, who in voice and rather fulsome delivery. It was
troduced Al Minns and Leon James. The all a far cry from the “urban blues’* as
interracial audience contained a large pro defined in Chicago, but the theatrical
portion of cheerful youngsters whose spirits quality in his singing apparently did not
were momentarily dampened by so much disturb young contemporary ears.
talk, but once the dancing began they were
After intermission, the return to the
quickly in good humor again.
dancers, both veterans of the Savoy ball
Pastor Gensel’s job was to dedicate the room, was a return to authenticity, to
event to the memory of the late Marshall something more convincing. The Lindy
Steams, and he did it with his usual sin Hop. or Jitterbug was shown in two phases
cerity and modesty. Berton’s was to provide of increasing virtuosity; the Suzie-Q was
a linking commentary between dances—a danced in downtown (James) and uptown
necessity when and if Minns and James (Minns) versions; Peckin*, essentially an
needed to take a breath—and to act as a other animal imitation, was followed by
kind of cheerleader. His references to racial Truckin*, a dance that always varied greatly
differences, although well intended, were from performer to performer; Boogie Wooa little sticky at times, and occasioned gie was demonstrated as by a self-conscious
minor embarrassment in some sectors of dowager downtown (James) and in unin
the audience. The dancers frequently am hibited Savoy fashion (Minns); Shorty
plified his comments on the various dances George, whose identity was fortunately
with wit and brevity, and when they illus not explained to the schoolchildren, had
trated how some of the Harlem dances unusual oriental arm motions inspired by
were done downtown, it was with tolerant the then-popular Sabu films; the Big Apple,
humor and no discernible malice.
although of white origin, was interpreted
Generally, Minns was responsible for the with “uptown feeling” to Ellington’s Rock
more acrobatic (or hot) dancing, James in’ in Rhythm; and last came the Twist as
for the less demonstrative (or cool) kind danced by someone not hip (James), by
where mime could take the place of ener a ballerina (James), and by the Ivy League
gy, but when the two came together their (Minns). For a finale, the dancers called
understanding was so complete that the to the stage their children, grandchildren
ability to exchange roles was often ob and friends for a half-abashed display of
vious.
rock *n* roll.
If the program has not been filmed, it
The house was sold out and the program

Zip----------------------------
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cally dull piece partially rescued by its
lyrics but altogether defeated by St. John’s
singing. Then a piece with no title given
—very nice arrangement On the out chor
us, first the “4” beat was emphasized, then
the “3”; Stallings and Andrews played free
during the bridge, and the tempo slowed
for the final eight bars.
Hideaway, an up-tempo blues, featured
some booting tenor work by Stallings, ex
cept that for his first solo choruses he
seemed mesmerized by the tonic note and
returned to it far too often. When he broke
free of it, he did fine. Adequate guitar
and boring harp solos followed. Miss Nel
son took the set out, first with the c&winflected I Wanna Be Your Mama, then
with a hard rock version of I Know (good
Cotton on piano) that segued to a swing
ing So Fine. Stallings’ tenor was mean and
raspy on I Know, and Miss Nelson’s vo
cals were absolutely perfect—unstrained
but hard-driving and impeccably performed.
No histrionics; what she goes after, she
hits, and the audience knew she was deep
into the material without her having to
advertise it.
When Miss Nelson and/or Stallings are
out front, this is one of the most interest
ing bands around. The present group has
been together only a few months, so it’s a
little early to tell, but if Arthur and St.
John were merely having off nights, or if
they grow, the band has no limits. Dig
Mother Earth.
—Alan Heineman

Makes no difference whether your scene is lead or rhythm. Zry
You've got it cut when the axe is Baldwin.
The fingerboard’s where it happens, and Baldwin made the
11*'
action lightning-quick.
Patented, geared truss rod makes neck adjustments easier.
Double cutaways make those high, hard-to-reach notes a cinch.
Tone controls give you split sound, set your individual treble and bass.
We put separate coils in the pickup to isolate the
top three strings from the bottom three.
It’s like dialing a dimension in sound.
Priced right, too.
Who says a good guitar has to cost a grand?
Try out a Baldwin electric.
And experience the now.
Grab it.
We’d like you to put us on.
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Baldwin
Distributed by GRETSCH

The Fred Gretsch Company, Inc., 60 Broadway, Brooklyn, N.Y.11211
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drum
heads

was to be repeated March 1, when more
care, hopefully, was to be given the selec
tion of the accompanying records. Berlon
explained that they had been, unavoidably,
a last-minute choice. More by the bands
that played the Savoy ballroom would
probably prove more inspiring for the
dancers.
In professional terms, jazz dance may, as
is often claimed, be a dying craft, but that
it is still alive among amateurs was evident
enough later that afternoon at the Celeb
rity Club on 125th Street, where Buddy
Tate was playing for a wedding. He played
the boogaloo, a cha-cha, and sang East of
the Sun with band responses a la Marie,
but in between there was uncompromising
jazz. The people danced to it—grand
mothers, wives, daughters and baby sisters,
from 2 to 70—with great pleasure, aban
don, and considerable skill. Jazz and danc
ing and a good time go very well together
still.
—Stanley Dance
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COMPETITION
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The Incredible String Band

Philharmonic Hall, New York City
Personnel: Mike Heron and Robin Williamson, organ,
violin, guitar, mandolin, various string and percussion
instruments, vocals; Rose, organ and vocal accompani
ment; Licorice, percussion and vocal accompaniment.

Remo was the first to introduce the
plastic drum head a decade ago-and
its acceptance made sales history! To
day, Remo Weather King heads are the
standard of quality throughout the
world-the choice of renowned profes
sionals, teachers and students every
where. There must be a reason. We
think we know why. It's because we
know how! Available at better music
stores everywhere.

REMO
REMO, INC. / NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF
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The Incredible String Band is one of the
most eclectic and creative groups of the
new pop or experimental folk music, or
whatever label you care to put on them.
In their second short tour of the United
States, they appeared at Lincoln Center’s
Philharmonic Hall to a surprising near
capacity house.
Heron and Williamson presented some
of the most brilliant contemporary songs
in a deft and beautiful manner at this
concert, which lasted almost three hours.
In composition and performance they draw
upon modern folk music, jazz, rock, In
dian music and the ethnic musics of Scot
land, Russia, Wales, Jamaica and the Near
East. They use a variety of instruments in
a variety of combinations. They improvise,
employ the pentatonic system, a raga-influenced style, and innumerable song forms.
Both men posses expressive, gentle, yet
impish voices.
Their subjects are beauty, mysticism,
idealized love, nursery tales and happy
dreams. In that respect they are similar
to Donovan, and they have his subtlety
and sincercty, phis a bit more musician
ship.
They performed a number of new songs
from their forthcoming double album as
well as favorites from their last two re
cordings, including the moving, varied
Cellular Song. One of their most recent
compositions, yet to be recorded and ten
tatively called Virelai, is a 12-minute piece
reminiscent of Song of the Volga Boatmen.
Heron kept time on a small gong and the
girls maintained an eerie, wordless choral
line while Williamson sang the lead chor
uses.
Words fail to describe the feeling gen
erated by the Incredible String Band. They
are impossible to pigeonhole. Suffice it to
say that they are, on the evidence of their
rare New York appearances and two Elek
tra albums, among the most exciting, beau
tiful and inventive musical innovators
currently working. Look them up.
—Michael Cuscuna

3H-0I 23KD AVENUE
LONG’ ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 1110.5
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How did a girl come to play the
drums? For one thing, she was influ
enced by her father, who still plays
drums on the West Coast. Once, when
a musician was about to hock his druni
set, he decided to buy it for his daugh
ter. Dottie credits her husband and
Eugene Wright, the former bass player
with the Dave Brubeck Quartet, wilh
being the most important influences in
her life—the men who gave her the
insight to love the music she now plays.
“If it hadn’t been for J.D. and Eu
gene, 1 would probably be a plain
housewife today. They are the reason
I’m a drummer, because they taught me
everything: dynamics, color, texture,
discipline—everything.”
It was about eight years ago that
Dottie began to be a serious drummer.
Before that, she had worked with the
amazing Charles Mingus. She was sing
ing bass lines with him, and there
would be long hours of rehearsal—at
the lime. Dottie didn’t read music, and
had to hear and memorize all that
Mingus set down for her. There were
times when the regular drummer would
be late, and Dottie would fill in on
brushes and snare until his arrival. But
all this was before she met Jerry Dodgion.
Every day is a challenge for Dottie.
Every day is not new and exciting or
bright and shining for her because she
knows life just ain’t like that. She
practices; she works often, in and out
of town, and she takes care of the house
in the country where the Dodgions
moved about a year ago. They have
found a measure of peace and quiet
there, surrounded by trees instead of
concrete.
Their teenage daughter, Debbie, ful
fills yet another role for Dottie, that of
mother and companion. As to her future
plans, Dottie smiles and says, “I’m just
trying to make it through ’til Tuesday.”
Daughter Debbie may have suggested a
direction, if only in fantasy form, when
she once enumerated the members of
her “dream” group: Jerry Dodgion on
alto, Eugene Wright on bass, and Dottie
on drums.
Dottie Dodgion’s place in jazz is
firmly established, as is her place as a
wife and a mother. She is serious about
music and has every intention of re
maining a working musician. Dottie
Dodgion is no female drummer added
to a group for flash or visual interest.
Men adore her and treat her talent with
respect. She has their full acceptance.
Perhaps she has the best of two worlds.
Throw away your copy of The Femi
nine Mystique and go listen to Dottie
play.

Torme will be seen on five major network
shows within the next three months: Two
Carol Burnetts, Jerry Lewis, Jonathan Win
ters and a Hollywood Palace . . . Clea
Bradford played the Playboy Club, backed
by the Bob Corwin Trio . . . Nancy Wil
son is scheduled for seven concerts in
Tokyo between May 16 and 24 . . . Sarah
Vaughan,

Louis

Armstrong

and

Lou

Rawls are among the first to be signed by
Continental Airlines to record their com
mercials. The airline was apparently im
pressed by what the Fifth Dimension did
for TWA . . . Chico Hamilton appeared
at the Brazilian Jazz Festival in early
February. Where was it held? In Mexico
City—you figure that one. In other southof-the-border happenings, Brazilian talent
will find a ready, helping hand extended
by Sergio Mendes Enterprises. Mendes
has expanded into music publishing, record
production and talent development. For the
first time in his career, Mendes produced
a disk for someone else; a single for a
blind organist from Rio de Janeiro, Manfredo Fest . . . Don Schlitten invaded the
West Const, stayed long enough to record
Sonny Criss’ latest Prestige album, then
headed back east. Supporting Criss:
Hampton Hawes, piano; Monty Budwig,
bass; Shelly Manne, drums . , . Bob
Crosby’s Bobcats are still in business—
they helped out in a two-day Arthritis tele
thon staged by a local independent TV
Station, KTLA . . . Horace Silver followed
Willie Bobo into the Lighthouse and
brought a tremendous crowd with him. His
is one of the most sought-after East Coast
groups here . . . The Concert Jazz Band
from the University of Nevada made its
fourth annual tour of northern California
college and high school campuses, under
the direction of Gene Isaeff.

Chicago: The

Association for the Ad
vancement of Creative Musicians con

tinues to move forward at a rapid pace.
The organization has a new president,
trumpeter Lester Bowie (former president
Richard Abrams is now executive secre
tary), and concerts are being given at the
Parkway Community House 7 nights a
week. St. Louis alto saxophonists Julius
Hemphill and Oliver Lake and poet
Bruce Rutlin were brought in Jan. 31 for
a weekend of appearances, and the 5-hour
concert on Feb. 2 was notable for variety
and musical achievement. Tenor saxophon
ist Maurice McIntyre led the first group,
which featured trumpeter Leo Smith,
flutist Joel Brandon, soprano saxophonist
John Stubblefield, pianist Claudine My
ers, bassist Mchaka Uba, and drummers
Ajaramu and Thurman Barker. Hemp
hill followed, with bassist Carl Richard
son and drummer Jerome Harris (watch
out for him). The next group performed a
composition featuring the unusual (to
say the least) instrumentation of bass
saxophone, contrabass clarinet, baritone
saxophone, bassoon, bass drum, and
string bass, played respectively by Roscoe
Mitchell (the composer), Anthony Braxtou, Wallace McMillian, Joseph Jarman,
Malachi Favors. After inter-

Bowie, and

Adolph Herselh, First Trumpet Chlcapo Symphony Orchestra
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mouthpiece.
•
And notice how much easier it is.
How much fuller your sound. How
much longer you play without tiring.
How much more control you have.

You can get a Bach* Mouthpiece with
the right rim and cup to give you your
best possible sound — with less effort!
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Mouthpiece right now?
W.Tlr
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Clarinetists and saxophonists who care
about flood music care about the reed they
use. That’s why La Voz reeds are in such
demand. LaVozreedsarc fashioned from
the highest grade cane available. And La
Voz ages its cane from 3 to 4 years before
it even becomes a reed. The special La
Voz manufacturing process calls for pre

cise craftsmanship and hand-grading to
exact tolerances. V\ e also inspect each
La Voz reed many times to assure supe
rior performance. With all that built-in
quality, shouldn’t our reed he your reed?

8484 Sau Fernando Rd,, Sun Valley,Calif. 91352
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mission, Lake and trumpeter Floyd Lef
lore were heard with Ihe same bass and
drum team that had backed Hemphill.
Then poet Rut! in recited, with occasional
accompaniment by Harris and others. The
content of his poems and his rhythmic
delivery brought a strong response from
the audience. The piece de resistance was
the AACM big band, led by Abrams,
which featured excellent solos by Stubble
field, Smith (who has grown remarkably),
McIntyre, Jarman and Mitchell, The fol
lowing evening saw Mitchell and Miss
Myers perform A Tribute to Duke Ell
ington, wilh Brandon, Favors and Barker.
The inauguration of the AACM’s radio
show on the University of Chicago’s sta
tion (DB, March 6) was delayed mo
mentarily by the recent student sit-in, but
communication proceeds on other fronts
with the appearance of the first two issues
of the organization’s magazine . . , The
Bunky Green Sextet (John Watson,
trombone; Green, alto saxophone; Ken
Danish, tenor saxophone; Stu Katz, piano;
Reggie Willis, bass; Jim Goldmark,
drunis) gave a well-attended concert Feb.
1 at the U.C, campus . . . Pianist Bob
Wright, appearing downstairs at the Red
Garter, is a most versatile musician. His
ragtime versions of Coltrane’s Giant Steps
and Bill Evans’ Waltz for Debby are as
effective as they are startling . . . The
Kinetic Playground had a great modern
blues bill Feb, 28 and March 1, with B.
B. King, Albert King, and the Patil But
terfield Blues Band . . . Art Hodes did
a Sunday afternoon session at the Edin
burgh Castle Inn Feb. 9 with trumpeter
Gcorgc Finola, Bill Hank, Jimmy Gra
nato, and Hillard Brown . . . Pian
ists Judy Roberts and Eddie Higgins,
with their respective trios, have been hold
ing forth at Will Sheldon’s on Rush Street
. . . Trumpeter Norm Murphy’s band
continues at the Pigalle, the longest steady
engagement for a jazz group hereabouts in
some time . . . Guitarist Marty Grosz
was in the pit band for the successful
local run of Cabaret.

Philadelphia: Tenor saxophonist Boot11! ^îirÙHTciiïf Jsifrrri
Jhuifhin.

02110

617 - 482-7457

Summer Jazz Clinics
HENRY MANCINI: “The arranging and improvisa
tion classes alone are invaluable. How can you afford
not to go."
11th Great Season . . .
Mail Todayl
—
Now on 5 Campuses!
MILLIKEN UNIV. (Decatur, III.)
August 10-16, 1969

A

SACRAMENTO STATE COLLEGE (Cut.)
August 10-16, 1969’

* UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT (Storrs)
August 17-23, 1969

ie UNIV. OF UTAH (Salt Lake City)
August 17-23, 1969

★ UNIV. OF WASHINGTON (Seattle)
August 29-30, 1969
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sie Barnes and drummer Edgar Bate
man were among the guests at a recent
meeting of the Fred Miles’ American In
terracialist lazz Society, with such artists
as Sylvester (Middy) Middleton, tenor
saxophone; Riley Roberts, piano; and the
Soul Messengers, featuring Ron Hasty,
piano; Lennie Moore, bass, and Fulton
Hasty, drums. The meeting was held at
the Sahara Hotel's Desert Room, which is
managed by Dottie Smith, former Louis
Jordan vocalist. The affairs are held each
Sunday at 3 p.m., prior to the regular
matinee featuring bassist Spanky DeBrest
and his trio with vocalist Sarah Dean
. . . Peps Musical Bar had a dual attrac
tion in vocalists Ernie Banks and Bebbe
on the same bill. Banks had the Gerald
Price Trio, and Bebbe brought the Dave
Levin Quartet, featuring Frank Tiberi
and/or George Young, tenor saxophone;
Dave Stephens, piano, and a lot of sur
prises. Tiberi plays a Coltrane-based style
that at times seems lo have tongue-incheek touches of humor, and his gyrations
often give the impression that either musi-

the sound
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The sound starts here ... and
what great sound it is.
You must get behind one of
the fantastic new Premier
outfits soon. Premier is
Europe's top selling brand by
far — but the new models are
selling even faster!
Here's why.
Lot's of fabulous new
features, like new Everplay-Extra
heads, and new Lokfast stands

and accessories, improve even
on the superb sound you could
always get from Premier outfits.
What's more —all these new
things are not just gimmicks.
They're real improvements
answering the genuine needs
you drummers have.
We checked them out with
some of the world's top
drummers, so we know you'll
like what we've done.

Send for details and the name
of your dealer.
In U.S.A. Premier Drums,
825 Lafayette St., New Orleans,
La, 70116.
In Canada. Premier Drums,
51 Nantucket Boulevard, Scar
borough, Ontario.

Premier
FIRST IN THE WORLD
OF FINE PERCUSSION

clan or solo will eventually topple over.
But he is a sure-footed musician with a
solid foundation in jazz ... A red carpet
was actually put on the pavement between
the Academy of Music and the Belvue
Stratford Hotel when Andre Previn con
ducted the Philadelphia Orchestra at an
anniversary concert recently . . . Elmer
Snowden played a dance for the Knights
of Service (a popular South Philly club).
Featured with the veteran banjoist-guitarist
were Tommy Bryant, Arthur Danials,
Wesley Robinson, Streamline, Lee Nel
son and Joe Van Loan . . . Buddy Rieii

and his big band did a return engagement
at the Electric Factory recently, though
it was a well kept secret . . . The Barry
Miles Quartet was slated for a February
conceit at Princeton University. Tenor
saxophonist Lew Tabackin has been fea
tured with the group , . . Don Patterson,
Pat Martino and Billy James played a
week at Scotty’s Lounge in West Philly.
Martino, a Philadelphian, is not heard
enough in these parts. When not on the
road, he stays at home and practices . . .
Die Robert Kenyatta African drummers
and the Sam Reed big band were sched
uled at the Blue Horizon Feb. 7 ... An
Afro variety show was slated for late
February at the Mantua Theater on Lan
caster Ave. Vocalist September Wrice,
the Byard Lancaster ensemble and the
Neo-Olundila Music Ensemble led by
Ron Everett were listed among the at
tractions . . . Local jazz on the airwaves
includes Jake Hart on WIBF-FM 103.9,
Sundays from 8 to 12 p.m., and Down
Béat contributor Mike Cuscuna, Mondays
through Fridays from 10 to 3 and Sat
urdays and Sundays from 3 to 6 p.m. over
University of Pennsylvania station WXPNFM . . . Trumpeter Gene Wilson and
pianist Kenn Gill were presented at the
Lee Cultural Center in early January . . .
Ruth Henderson, once a saxophone stu
dent of Myrtle Young, the popular lady
bandleader, has begun a weekly column
of New York jazz news for Scoop USA,
the Philadelphia entertainment publication
. . . This writer received an unexpected
call not long ago to rush a complete sound
system lo Peps Musical Bar. Singer Little
Jimmy Scott was in the middle of an
engagement when the sound unexpectedly
went bad. A large audience waited pa
tiently until we arrived, unpacked and set
up the system, and the former Lionel
Hampton vocalist mounted the stage for
a most enthusiastic reception.

Detroit: Death and resurrection were re
cent topics for discussion in Detroit’s jazz
community. The passing of Paul Cham
bers, one of Detroit’s most notable con
tributions to the world of jazz, placed a
temporary damper on the city’s newly
awakened musical spirit. He'll be missed
by all who came to know and appreciate
his full, swinging sound. Ironically, the
Blue Bird Inn, where Chambers got some
early lessons in his craft, came to life
only a few days after his death after lying
dormant for years. Barry Harris, another
Detroit favorite, was on hand with Ernie
Farrow, bass, and Berl Myrick, drums.
Sharing the bill with them was pianist
Cliiitde Black’s trio (Dedrick Glover,
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bass; E<1 Nelson, drums). Benita Drake,
a highly respected songstress, sang with
both groups ... A recent Detroit Creative
Musicians concert featured drummer Bob
Battle’s quintet (Charles Miles, alto, flute;
Reggie Roberts, organ; Ron English,
guitar). The fifth member, altoist Aaron
Neal, was indisposed . . . Cranbrook
Academy presented the Contemporary
Jazz Quintet in concert. The quintet, com
posed of Charles Moore, trumpet; Leon
Henderson, tenor; Kenny Cox, piano;
Ron Brooks, bass, and Danny Spencer,
drums, performed before a very receptive
audience under almost ideal conditions.
The acoustics were exceptional. The group
recently recorded their first album . . .
The Hobby Bar, habitat of the Charles
Harris Trio (Larry Smith, alto; Harris,
organ; James Youngblood, drums) had
some welcome visitors in the Barry Harris
Trio and Benita Drake. For a couple of
nights, it was "old home week” at this
once-popular nightspot. This spirit con
tinued throughout the week, culminating
in a bash at Baker’s Keyboard where Har
ris and crew joined the Yusef Lateef
Quartet (Hugh Lawson, piano; Cecil Mc
Bee, bass; Al Heath, drums). It was a
grand reunion for all the Detroiters . . .
The Robin Kenyatta Quintet held forth
for one night at the U. of Michigan Cre
ative Arts Festival in Ann Arbor with
Roy Ayers, vibes; Mickey Tucker, piano;
Oliver Turner, bass, and Ali Mouson,
drums. Ayers and Tucker were singled out
by the enthusiastic crowd for their fine
rapport . . . Toby Steel and Harrison
Crabfeather arc holding their own at the
Hideout.

Boston: In the first week of March,
Mixed Bag show was cancelled. The show, an extension of Father
Norman O’Connor’s old Jazz, goes back
some 13 years. In the fall of 1968, when
photographer Lee Tanner and director
Dave Attwood became co-producers, the
show received a face-lifting. They em
ployed the latest visual effects as well as
using a broad spectrum of musics drawing
heavily from the pop-folk-jazz scene. The
reason the show was dropped is financial.
WGBH-TVs budget is thinning out as the
end of the season approaches, and Mixed
Bag was among the first victims. Those
who would like to see the show continue
should write to Michael Rice, Program
Director, WGBHTV, 125 Western Ave.,
Boston, MA. 02134 . . . The fourth an
nual Boston Globe Jazz Festival took
place on the weekend of Jan. 31 at the
War Memorial Auditorium. Friday night
brought forth Dave Brubeck and Gerry
Mulligan with Alan Dawson; Roland
Kirk; The Molliers of Invention, and
the Newport All-Stars featuring Red
Norvo, Barney Kessel, Ruby Braff and
George Wein. Saturday evening had
WGBH-TV’s

Hugh Masekela, Nina Simone, B. B.
King, and Sun Ra and his 15-piece band.

Featured on the Saturday afternoon Jazz
for Youth program were Gerry Mulligan,
the Newport All-Stars, and trombonist
Gene DiStasio’s Brass Menagerie.

Di-

Stasio, who recently changed the band’s
name from Brass ’68, has been working
on a new album for Capitol. With arrange

ments by Mike Gibbs, Rick Laird and
Mike Gibson, the band’s personnel in
cludes George Zonce and Jeff Stout,
trumpets; DiStasio, Gibson and Ed Byrne,
trombones; Ray Picci, reeds; Mick Goodrick, John Abercrombie, guitars; Laird,
bass; Peter Donald, drums, and Don
Alias, conga . . . Ricby Cole has left the
Berklee School to join Buddy Rich as lead
alto. Bassist Rick Petrone also joined the
band, while the Glenn Miller band recent
ly acquired Berklee trombonist Wayne
Mogel . . . Jimmy Mosher has gone out
with Mongo Santamaria . . . John La
Porta is putting together a Tribute to
Johnny Richards concert at Berklee . . .
Lennie’s-On-the-Turnpike had a tremen
dous weekend with comedian Dick Greg
ory, backed by the Jimmy Mosher Quar
tet. ESP specialist David Hay followed,
backed by Clark Terry; Carl Schroeder,
piano; George Mraz, bass, and Alan Daw
son. O. C. Smith opened with a Columbia
records party and kept Lennie’s packed
for a week, backed by Kirk Lightsey,
piano; Lou Large, bass, and Varner Barlow, drums. Wild Bill Davison and the
Jazz Giants followed, and on Feb. 3,
Mongo Santamaria opened. Feb. 10.. Bud
dy Miles’ Blues Express roared through,
with Jimmy McGriff following the week
of Feb. 17. On Feb. 24, Berklee’s Thurs
day Night Dues Band appeared, directed
by Phil Wilson, followed by Young-Holt
Unlimited for the remainder of the week
. . . Gene DiStasio with Jimmy Helms;
Al Natalie’s Tijuana Brass, and Bobby
Short recently traveled through Paul’s
Mall, while the Jazz Workshop featured,
in succeeding weeks, George Benson, El
vin Jones and Dizzy Gillespie.
New Orleans: An Al Hirt special on
NBC-TV featured a formidable trumpet
quartet composed of Hirt, Dizzy Gilles
pie, Don Ellis and Pete Candoli. The
show also included Sarah Vaughan and
arrangements by Benny Carter . . . Pian
ist Sweet Emma Barrett now appears
regularly at Dixieland Hall on Bourbon
Street with the Collrell-Barbarin Band
. . . The Dukes of Dixieland added clar
inetist Harold Cooper and pianist Don
Ewell during their February engagement
at the Al Hirt Club ... A new rock club,
the Bank, opened on Decatur Street in the
French Quarter recently. Owners Benito
Gomez and Galo Diaz plan to bring in
rock and bhies groups like Nectar, Deacon
John, Plastic Blues Band, Mournin After,
and others . . . Pop-folk singer Johnny
Rivers, a native of Baton Rouge, La., was

in New Orleans for a one-nighter at the
Loyola Field House recently . . . Alto
saxophonist Al Belletto will be among the
judges at the Mobile Collegiate Jazz Fes
tival competition . . . Trumpeter George
Jansen underwent major surgery after fail
ing down a flight of stars at Loyola Uni
versity. Jansen, who has trained innumer
able brass players in the area for the last
two decades, suffered partial paralysis as a
result of the accident . . . Ravi Shankar
is scheduled for an April 1 concert at the
Municipal Auditorium . . . Pete Foun
tain reopened his Storyville Lounge for
the Mardi Gras season and brought in
pianist Harvey Rubin lo lead a trio on
weekends.

Brian Stiddle
never played a
Sunn amp before
Why did
he start?
Because he didn’t have the
bread before (or so he
thought). But, he had always
wanted the quality, superb
craftsmanship, and rugged
durability that's built into
every Sunn amp. Finally he
could stand it no longer!
His old amp just didn’t have
It. So, he tried a fantastic
new Orion. And not only
did Brian discover he had
the bread, he also dis
covered the grandest sound
he had ever experienced.
Can you afford not to
play Sunn?

sunn^)
Key No. 69-2

Sunn Musical Equipment Company
amburn industrial park,
tualatin, Oregon 97062

IMPROVISATION METHODS
JAZZ

MUSIC SHOP classified ads are accepted for all
items and services bought and sold in the wide,
international Down Beat market. Classifications
include: methods, books, record collections, tapes
and records, musical instruments (for sale, re
pair, exchange, etc J, uniforms, accessories, jobs
offered (and wanted), arrangers, lyrics, corre
spondence courses, schools, studios, colleges, clinics,
camps, personals, vacations, travel, hobbies, audio
equipment, copying, music typewriting, transcrip
tions, texts, reference works, record duplicating,
music dealerships, bus charter, booking services,
talent agencies, posters, manuscripts, etc. (you
name it). Acceptance of advertising copy subject
to publisher's approval. Rates (minimum ten
words per insertion): one insertion, 65$ per word.
Special mullipla intcriion schedule) ’ three times.
60$ per word; seven times, 57$ per word; 13
times, 55$ per word; 26 times, 50$ per word. Full
payment and copy for each issue must be re
ceived 28 days prior to “on sale’' date. Address
Down Beat Music Shop, 222 West Adams, Chicago,
Illinois 60606. (Send for special display advertis
ing rates.)
_____________ BOOKS_____________
AFTER HOURS POETRY: Send $1.00 to Jako Trussell.
Box 951, Kingsville, Texas 78363.

GENERAL METHODS
INSTRUCTION BOOKS—Free catalog. ADOLPH
SANDOLE, 243 Rambling Way, Springfield, Pa, 19064.

NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
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PRACTICAL IMPROVISATIONS by BOB TILLES
A new modern harmony book for all instruments.
Contains playing and writing exercises for improvis
ing. chord and progression alterations, blues, bridges,
intros, turnarounds, modulations, standard progres
sions. etc............................................................................ $3.25
BOB TILLES

Chicago, III. 60645

6153 N. Claremont

RECORDS & TAPES
FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service—many rare items
—foreign orders welcome'—send for FREE LP sale list.
HARRY FROST, Box 4935—4930 DELMAR, ST. LOUIS.
MO. 63108.
RENT STEREO TAPE—75c week. Catalog 25c. Art’s
Tape Service, P.O. Box 27815, Hollywood, Calif. 90027.
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PLAYERS—Our books are guaranteed to make you
HEAR PROGRESSIONS, PLAY BETTER JAZZ LINES
through tho POLYTONAL RHYTHM SERIES ... For ALL
instruments ... THE CYCLE OF FIFTHS . . . $1.50
each. THE IF V PROGRESSION . . . $2.50 each. THE
BLUES SCALE . . . $2.00 each. THE DIMINISHED
SCALE . . . $2.00 each. THE DORIAN MODE . . .
$2.00 each. THE TRITONE CYCLE . . . $2.00 each.
THE IONIAN MODE . . . $2.00 each. THE POLYTONAL
GUITAR . . . $2.00 each. Send check to EDC PUBLISHING, 1611 Kennedy Blvd., No. Bergen, New Jersey
07047.

Encyclopedia of Modern Improvisation $6.95
Encyclopedia of Ad Lib $6.95; of Jazz $6.95
Encyclopedia of Scales Colin/Schaefter $7.50
Encyclopedia of Pivot System Dr. Reinhardt $7.50
Encyclopedia of Rhythms-Jose ph Schilllngcr $7.50
Creative Arranging-Angclo Dellaira $7.50
Modern Method Trumpet Ernest S. Williams $7.50
Complete Method Trumpet-Dr. Chas. Colin $7.50
Chord Workshop-Angelo Dellaira $7.50
Mancini Complete Trumpet Method $7.50
Pee Wee Erwin Teaches Trumpet (Record) $6.95
Arrangers Workshop-Angelo Dellaira $6.95
Encyclopedia of Modern Arranging Detlarla $12.50
Arban-Bell Tuba Method Wm. J. Bell $9.00

Chas. Colirt, 315 W. 53rd St. N.Y., N.Y. 10019

HUMOR
35,000 PROFESSIONAL COMEDY LINES! Forty speakers*
joke books plus Currant Comedy, a topical humorous serv
ice period. Catalog free. Sample selection $5. John Rain
Associates, Inc., 232 Madison Avenue, New York City
10016._____________________________________________ _____

INSTRUMENTAL METHODS
Billy Taylor: JAZZ TRIO SKETCHES—$2.50. Dawson/
DeMicheal: MODERN DRUMMERS MANUAL—$4.00.
Lalino: DRUM SIT-IN (Parts/LP)—$4.98. Perry:
DRUMMER'S JAZZ READING (Music/LP)—$5.95. Curtis:
MODERN STRING BASS METHOD—$4.00. Leavitt:
BERKLEE MODERN GUITAR METHODS—Vols. I. II—
$4.00 each. Almeida: GUITAR TUTOR—$5.00. Charlie
Christian: ART OF JAZZ GUITAR—$2.50. Mairants:
FLAMENCO GUITAR—$10.00. Chierici: 2400 GUITAR
CHORDS—$5.95. Burrell: JAZZ GUITAR CLASSICS—
$2.50. Phil Wilson: TROMBONE CHORD STUDIES—
$4.00. Progris: BERKLEE KEYBOARD PROGRAM, VOLS,
I, 11, III, IV—$4.00 each: MUSIC EDUCATION SUPELEMENTS—$3.50 each. Bill Evans: PIANO SOLOS;
JAZZ TRIO THEMES—$2.50 each. Hefti: PIANO
ORIGINALS—$2.50. John La Porta: STAGE BAND
COURSE (22 vols)—$75.00. Joe Viola: SAXOPHONE
SCALE STUDIES; SAXOPHONE CHORD STUDIES—$4.00
each. Lateef: BLUES FLUTE SOLOS—$2.50. Mann:
FLUTE JAZZ—$2.95. Kotwica/Viola: TRUMPET CHORD
STUDIES—$4.00. Panico/Wiskirchen: STAGE BAND
TRUMPET MANUAL—$4.00. Palmer/Hughes: R&B
GUITAR COURSE (Book/LP)—$4.95; IMPROVISE LEAD
GUITAR (Book/LP)—$5.95: ROCK GUITAR COURSE
(Book/LP)—$5.95:
ROCK
COMBO
ORGAN
COURSE
(Book/LP)—$6.95. 48 PAGE CATALOG—$1.00 or free
with order.
FREE POSTAGE ANYWHERE. TODAY'S
MUSIC, Box 169-D. Libertyville. Illinois 60048.

WANTED! Transcriptions and 78's by Michael Coleman oi
taped copies of same. James Hunt, 9607 157th Avenue,
Howard Beach, Now York 11414.
SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices, Tape Center,
Box 4305, Washington, D.C. 20012.
WE SELL 6 CHARLIE PARKER ALBUMS, NEW. ONLY
$8. Records for sale! 1000’s albums only available from
England! Country Blues to Coltrane. Send $1. “Cata
logue", 158 Sheen Road, Richmond, Surrey, England.

NEW JAZZ 78's. Send for free sales list. Jack Bradley,
675 W. 187th St., New York, N.Y. 10033.

WHERE TO STUDY

DRUMMERS!
From Soikafoon, Canada, Allan Ross Writes —■
“Dear Slanley Spector:
I really enjoy practicing your Recorded Home
Study Course. You have simplified everything. 1
don't know how you could have done it. My only
regret is I halt I wish I had known about it a few
years ago. It would have saved mo a lot of time.
The Course has improved my sansa of time, swing
□ nd I read tied notes much belter. I feel that I
can now use my own imagination right along with
the instruction you give to develop new ways to
punctuate a composition. I can trace the improve
ment I am feeling In my drumming directly to the
practice of your Course."
HOW CAN A GOOD DRUMMER GET TO PLAY
BETTER? For further information about our recorded
Home Study Course, write to Ihe
STANLEY SPECTOR SCHOOL OF DRUMMING
200 West 58th St. (at 7th Ave.) Dept. 207
New York, New York 10019
Phone: 246-5661
Give full details about age, occupation, background,
the problems you are having with your drumming,
and questions that you may have concerning your
drumming problems. We can help beginners to
ovaluala their aptitude and potential for drumming.

MISCELLANEOUS
JAPAN PRODUCTS SERVICE. U.S. $5. per Inquiry or
U.S. $30 yearly.
Japan.

Intercontinental,

CPO

1717,

Tokyo.

TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE—Enthusiasts monthly
magazine for amateurs and professionals. Send $3.75
for 1 year subscription to 14-18 Holborn, London,
E.C. 1, England.

SHOPS THAT ARE INTERESTED in handling psychedelic
merchandise, send name and resale number to Hole
In Tho Wall, 6055-D Lankershim, North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.
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ALL BRANDS
GUITARS-DRUMS «PA'S
HORNS-ORGANS-AMPLIFIERS

Write In For Literature & Prices
MUSIC UNLIMITED. 523 COVENTRY RD..
Ballimore, Md.. 2122! Phone 744-9632

Baltimore: Tenor saxophonist Mickeysat in with Groove Holmes when
the organist appeared at the Lexington
West in mid-January. Fields has a new
album on Edmar, a subsidiary of Prestige,
The Astonishing Mickey Fields, recorded
live wilh the Holmes trio at the Left Bank
Jazz Society and the Alpine Villa . . .
Vibraharpist Jimmy Wells is playing
nightly (except Sunday) at the Meeting
Place, a new restaurant on Mt. Royal Ave.
. . . Dizzy Gillespie, with regulars James
Moody, Mike Longo, Paul West and
Candy Finch, opened the 1969 season
for the Left Bank Jazz Society Jan. 26.
The following weekend Max Roach’s
quintet appeared. With the drummer were
trombonist Julian Priester, altoist Gary
Bartz, pianist Ronnie Matthews, and
bassist Jymie Merritt.
Fields

Denver:

Charles Lloyd led his quartet
in concert Jan. 19 at the Auditorium
Theatre, playing to a largely empty house
witli regulars Keith Jarrett, Ron Mc
Clure, and Paul Motion . . . Ramsey
Lewis played a Saturday night concert in

early February at the University of Col
orado’s UMS Ballroom in Boulder . . .
Jim Cullum’s Happy Jazz Band from
San Antonio, Tex. treated Denverites to
Dixieland in a performance Jan. 26. Jim
Cullum Jr., cornet; Jim Sr., clarinet;
Cliff Gillette, piano, and Willson Davis,
sousaphone, were joined by banjoist Curly
Williams and drummer Harvey Kinder,
voter . . . Peanuts Hucko continues to
swing nightly at his own club, Peanuts
Hucko’s Navarre. He is joined periodically
by vibist Red Norvo. Hucko and his wife,
singer Louise Tobin, were guests at Presi
dent Nixon’s inaugural ball. Hucko was
instrumental in several fund-raising con
certs for Nixon during the campaign . . .
Guitarist Johnny Smith plays Saturday
nights at Shaner’s. He is joined by the
Neil Bridge Trio . . . Organist Don Lewis
gave two concerts sponsored by Hammond
Organ Co. in mid-January.

Japan: Swing Journal magazine’s 1968
Jazz Disc Award winners have been an
nounced, with the Gold Award going to
the album An Evening with Ornette Cole
man, released in Japan on the Polydor
label. Silver Awards went to Cecil Taylor’s
Conquistador on Blue Note, and to pianist
Mal Waldron’s All Alone, distributed by
the Victor World Group. The “Jazz of
Japan” award went to drummer George
Ohtsuka for his trio’s second album, Page
2, on Nippon Columbia. A special award
went to RCA’s 50 Years of Recorded Jazz,
a 3-LP set. Best Engineering Awards went
to Oscar Peterson’s Verve LP We Get
Requests, and to Bengt Hallberg at the
Golden Circle on the European label,
Union, distributed in Japan by Nippon
Gramaphone . . . Mexican pianist Pepe
Jaramillo made his second working tour
of Japan in February . . . New York
jazzmen Majib Shebazz, Norris Jones
and Clarence Palmer (drums, bass and
piano, respectively), were members of the
group backing tenorman Sil Austin dur
ing the latter’s one-month tour here in

late January and early February. Palmer,
Jones and Shebazz stayed a few weeks
longer to entertain as a trio at U.S. mili
tary and Japanese civilian clubs . . . Back
ing singer Astrud Gilberto from mid
February to early March on her second
visit here were altoman Charlie Mariano,
guitarist Attila Zoller, pianist Ben Aronov,
drummer Airto Moreira, and a bassist
whose name was not available in advance
. . . The Dave Dee rock group from
Britain toured major cities here during
February. Two of the band’s records, O.K.
and Hold Tight are currently best sellers
here . . . Altoman Sadao Watanabe, who
has scored and played background music
for a 30-minute weekly television drama
series that has top viewer ratings Japan
wide, will soon do the music for a fulllength film starring one of this country’s
top box-office draws. Watanabe is also
busy teaching at the Yamaha School of
Popular Music, where he is the head in
structor, and recording for TAKT, the
Nippon Columbia jazz label . . . Singer
Kekko Saijo, wife of reedman Hiroshi
Okazaki, house bandleader at the Tokyo
Hilton’s Star Hill Club, just finished a
month-long gig at the new Manila Hilton
. . . Art Life Association, local promoters,
refunded more than $50,000 in advance
ticket sales when trumpeter Miles Davis
failed to obtain a working visa for an
early January trip to Japan . . . Memo to
Ira Gitler: Hiroshi (Baby) Sakitumi is
a Japanese rock ’n’ roll musician, and he
works with the Mud-Max 5 . . . Rock
singer-organist Akamatsu Ai, with The
Ox, caused a near-panic in a Tokyo audi
torium in January, when several of his
young girl fans were trampled badly
enough to require hospitalization. As a
result Ai, only 18, may retire from rock
music permanently at the insistence of his
father, a well-known millionaire Osaka
industrialist, who thought his son was only
“playing for fun” with his school chums.
In five weeks, The Ox zoomed to the No.
3 position among the estimated 3,000 rock
groups in this country.

Toronto:

Jimmy McGriff’s quartet fol
lowed Gary Burton at the Colonial, who
has booked the vibraharpist back for a
date in May ... At Stop 33, another vibes
man, Frankie Wright, and his trio re
placed Hagood Hardy, who had played
there nightly for 18 months. Hardy is now
in the process of organizing a quintet, fea
turing bassist Ian Henstridge and drummer
Dave Lewis with singers Stephanie Tay
lor and Carrie Roma . . . Guitarist Len
nie Breau, who can be heard on a recent
RCA Victor album, has been appearing
locally at George’s Kibitzeria and the Por
nographic Onion Coffee House . . . Jimmy
Dale, conductor and arranger for CBS
shows, has departed for Hollywood where
he is leading the orchestra on the Smothers
Brothers Show . . . Pianist John Arpin is
now playing at Stop 33 during the cocktail
hour, then on to Ports of Call where he is
appearing with his trio . . . Jodi Drake
recently appeared with Cy McLeans’ quar
tet at The Penthouse.

Paris:

The Club St.-Germain, which
changed its jazz policy three years ago,

reopened as a dancing jazz club with a
French group, Frick and the Swingers,
composed of Xavier Chambon, trumpet;
Francois (Frick) Guin, trombone; Ger
ard Badini, tenor saxophone; Gerard
Raingo, piano; Pierre Sim, bass; Teddy
Martin, drums . . . Bob Thiele gave a
press conference in Paris at Hotel George
V Jan. 22 . . . Veteran tenor saxophonist
Benny Waters recorded an album for
President Records backed by Marc Hemmeler, piano; Jean-Pierre Sasson, guitar;
Riccardo Galleazi, bass; Art Taylor,
drums; Humberto Canto, conga drums
... A benefit concert was held Feb. 2 at
the Museum of Modem Art for the family
of the late Alain Tabar-Nouval, avantgarde saxophonist who died accidentally
in Denmark. He was 25 years old and
touring with John Tchicai . . . Organist
Lou Bennett, who did a three-week en
gagement at the Chat Qui Peche, was
backed by French West Indian guitar play
er Andre Conovant and German drummer
Joe Nay . . . Steve Kuhn started a threeweek engagement at the Cameleon Feb. 21.
The pianist was accompanied by Jean-Fran
cois Jenny-Clarke, bass, and Aldo Ro
mano, drums . . . The Modern Jazz
Quartet was scheduled to play Paris
March 4 . . . Phil Woods and His Euro
pean Rhythm Machine will share the
bill with the touring Cannonball Adderley Quintet at their Paris concert at Salle
Pleyel March 27.

Each year, qs part of its general
music scholarship program, down
beat offers 30 scholarships to the
summer sessions of the famous Berk
lee School of Music (Boston, Mass.).
The 1969 program consists of:

Norway:

■

Dave Brubeck, who drew the
biggest jazz audience in Oslo last year with
his new quartet featuring Gerry Mulligan,
has been engaged for the famous Classical
Music Festival in Bergen this summer.
He will present his oratorio The Light in
the Wilderness . . . Kenny Drew and
Niels-Henning Orsted Pedersen played
with talented young drummer Espen Rud
at the jazz club at Sogn, and were quite
enthusiastic about him . . . The night be
fore Christmas at Sogn, Art Farmer and
Jimmy Heath performed with the Nor
wegian trio Bjorklund, Andersen and
Christiansen in a program of Heath ar
rangements and compositions . . . Karin
Krog’s third LP will be released soon, a
mixture of jazz and modern pop. She used
tenorist Jan Garbarek and her own trio,
led by Terje Bjorklund. The record will
be released on her own label. Svein Finnerud’s avant garde trio had their first LP
released by the Norwegian Jazz Forum.
From the Norwegian Jazz Federation
comes an LP with music by organist Aril
Boman and leading Norwegian jazz play
ers, including a take from his concert at
Hovikodden Art Center. The traditional
band led by trumpeter Per Borthen also
plans a first LP, so Norway soon will pass
the 10 jazz LP mark. Miss Krog is re
sponsible for three of these . . . Swiss
drummer Pierre Favre and his trio visited
Oslo Jan. 10. He held a cymbal clinic
and presented pianist Irene Schweitzer
and bassist Peter Kowald . . . Trombonist
Ron Myers from Los Angeles, who has
played with Stan Kenton, Don Ellis,
Buddy Rich and Woody Herman and
has lived in Sweden since May of last
year, gave a wonderful concert at Club 7
in Bikuben in January.

$4,000

down beat
Summer Scholarships

Apply Now For 1969

■ 10 Scholarships @

$200 $2,000

■ 20 Scholarships @ $100 $2,000
$4,000
These down beat scholarships are
applicable to either of the two
summer courses offered by Berklee:

■ 12 weeks beginning June 9
or

7 weeks beginning June 30

Applicants should be between the
ages of 16 and 20.
You need not be a highly skilled
musician to win. The judges listen
mainly to your potential as shown
bn your tape submitted with your
official application form.

How to Apply
Fill out the coupon below. Mail it to
down beat. You will be sent imme
diately an official application form
and full particulars. All Applications
must be received by April 20 to be
eligible.

down boat

Music Scholarships
222 West Adams Street
Chicago, III. 60606

Please send me, by return mail a
free official application form for the
1969 down beat Summer Music
Scholarships.
(please print)

Name________________________________________
Address i
City_________________________________________ .

State

Zip
69/76
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Joe iUorello
g has an ear
rx for sound

Paiste Ponniila 602 Cynihals
liave a sound for Joe illorello
crafted. They're hand-hammered and carefully
controlled to tolerances within l/100ths of
a millimeter. Weight and size and alloy áre
consistent for each specific sound quality and
no Paiste cymbal passes the final sound test
if there is the slightest deviation in sound or
materials.

To accent the fabulous rhythms and techniques that
have won him recognition as the "No. 1 Jazz
Drummer of our Time", Joe Morello uses 14"
Hi-Hats, 16" medium, 18" medium and 20" thin
crash Paiste Formula 602 cymbals.

What the sensitive ears of Morello tell him is
that here is tone, volume and accuracy too fine
to come from ordinary machine-mode methods.
And he's right. Paiste cymbals are manually

Bring your sensitive ears to your Ludwig dealer
and hear what we mean.

FAiglfe

Formula 602 Cymbals
Among the young sounds of Ludwig Total Percussion

/uDunq DRum co.
Dl\/tsion

CJ F=

LUDLUK3

IHDUSTFIIES

1728 North Damen Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60647

BLUE PERCUSSION
By

BOB TILLES
should have a loose Lunceford feel in a medium four tempo. A bass and guitar can be added: they can follow the
Bb blues changes at letter A.
After the first 12 bars, the first and second players (vibe and marimba) should play an accented, staccato effect—Basie piano
style.
In letter A, bars 9 and 10, the 16th notes should be very short and punched out—they are also played this way in F and G.
Letter C can be repeated, and the first and second players can trade as many choruses as they wish. If a bass is used—the tim
pani can either tacit or ad lib softly during the solos.
Letter B trades solos between timpani, drums and bongos and the parts can be brought out, but the rest of the ensemble is more
subdued and the percussion should be soft—except for solo fius.
Letter G—ritard bar 12 and dictate the quarter-note triplets. Timpani tops the hold off, with an accented Bb.
the ensemble

"Blue Percussion" is one ill
a series of percussion
ensembles published by
Creative Music and
available through the
Ludwig Drum Co.,
Chicago.
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The following is a listing of where and when jazz performers
are appearing. The listing is subject to change without
notice. Send information to Down Beat, 222 W. Adams, Chi
cago, III. 60606, six weeks prior to cover date.
LEGEND: hb.—house band; tfn.—till further notice; unk.'—•
unknown at press time; wknds.— weekends.

NEW YORK

ApiirUncnt: Charles DeForest, Ray Starling,
Lt 11.
Baby Grand: unk.
Blue Coronet (Brooklyn): name groups.
Blue Morocco (Bronx): sessions, Mon.
Broadcasters Inn (Flushing): unk.
Carnegie Recital Hall: Pee Wee Russell, 3/21.
Art ISlakey, 4/18. Elvin Jones, 6/9.
Cloud 9 Lounge IE. Brunswick. N.J.): Ralph
Striker, Wed.. Fri.-Sat.
Club Baron: Clark Terry, Mon.
Club Ruby (Jamaica): sessions. Sun.
Columbia Jazz Festival (Wollman Auditorium):
Gary Burton, 3/10. Elvin Jones» 3/24. Muddy
Witters, 4/14. Freddie Hubbard, 4/28.
Continental (Fairfield, Conn.) : sessions. Wed.
Count Basie’s: name groups.
Cove Lounge (Roselle, N.J.): Morris Nanton,
Thur.-Sun,
t,
Ferryboat (Brielle, N,J.): Dick Wcllstood, Al
McManus, George Mauro, Jimmy Hamilton,
Fillmore East: Name rock, jazz & blues groups.
Duke Pearson, Wild Bill Davison, Bill Evans
w/Jeremy Steig, Roy Eldridge, Art Blakey, 3/9.
Forest Hills Inn: Dayton Selby, tfn.
14 and 10: name pianists.
Gaslight Club: Sol Yaged, Dave Martin, Sam
Ulano, Ray Nance.
Half Note: unk.
Jazz nt the Office (Freeport): Jimmy McPartland, Fri.-Sat.
_
“L”-Shnpe Room
(Huntington, L.L) : Nita
Greene, Sun.-Mon. Guest Night, Mon.
Little Club: unk,
Loeb Lounge (NYU) : Arnie Lawrence, 3/30,
3 p.m.
Luigi II: Mary Hurt.
Mark Twain’s Riverboat: Bobby Hackett, Urbie
Green, Maxine Sullivan.
Metropolitan Museum of Art: Charles Lloyd,
3/11.
Needle’s Eye: pianists, wknds.
Network 65: Mary Hurt, Betty Anne & Julius,
Exn Louise, tfn.
NYU's University Heights Campus (Bronx) :
Pec Wee Russell, 3/17. Art Blakey, 4/14.
Elvin Jones, 5/5.
Pee Wee’s: John Blair, tfn.
Pellicane’s Supper Club (Smithtown): Joe PelHenne, Joe Font, Peter Franco, Joe Coleman,
Mon.
Pink Poodle: Sam Pruitt, Jazzmen, Sun. after
noon.
Pitts Lounge (Newark, N.J.): Sunny Davis, hb.
Sessions, Mon.
Plaza Grove (Fairlawn, N.J.): John Nobile,
Bobby Gransdcn. Fri.-Sat.
Playboy Club: John Blair, tfn.
The Playhouse: name groups.
Pinza 9: unk.
Port of Call: jazz, Fri.-Sat.
Jiaffnel Restaurant (Corona): Pat Trixie# Les
Jenkins, Paul Raymond, Joe Fontana, Joo
Arden, Fri.-Sun.
Rainbow Grill: unk.
s
Jimmy Ryan’s: Fred Moore, Max Kaminsky,
Tony Parenti, Marshall Brown, Bobby Pratt.
The Scene: Jazz Interactions sessions. Sun.
afternoon.
Shephearda: unk.
Showcase (Cresskill, N.J.): Johnny Morris,
Russel George, Jimmy Fitzsimon, Tue.-Sun.

Slugs: Sonny Brown, Sun.
Small’s Paradise: sessions. Sun. afternoon.
Sulky (Westbury, L.l.): Dick Norell, Hap
Gormley, Harry Stump, Tom McNeil, Frank
Thompson. Sessions, Mon.
Tappan Zee Motor Inn (Nyack): Dottio Stall
worth, Wed.-Sat.
Three Aces: Skeeter Best.
Tom Jones: unk.
Top of the Gate: unk.
Village Door (Jamaica): Peck Morrison, Stnn
Hope, Siam Stewart.
Village Gate: unk.
Village Vanguard: Thad Jones-Mel Lewis, Mon.
Duke Pearson, Sun.
Wells: Horace Parian, tfn.

_________ NEW ORLEANS_________
Bistro: Ronnie Dupont, Betty Farmer, Tony
Page, Warren Luening, Mon.-Silt. Dave West,
C. J. Cherumine, Sun.
Blackboard: Jay Cave, Fri., nfterhours.
Cabaret: Marcel Richardson, Sun.
Club 77: Porgy Jones, afterhours, wknds.
Court of Two Sisters: Smilin’ Joe, Roosevelt
Sykes, tfn.
Cozy Kole’s: Ronnie Kole, Sun. afternoon.
Devil’s Den: Marcel Richardson, Mon.
Dixieland Hall: Sweet Emma, Cottrell-Barbarin
Band, Papa Celestin Band, hbs.
Fairmont Room: Lavergne Smith, Charlotte
Champagne, tfn.
Famous Door: Santo Pecora, Art Seelig, hbs.
Fountainbieau : Tony Mitchell, tfn.
French Quarter Inn: Pete Fountain, Eddie
Miller, tfn.
544 Chib: Clarence (Frog Man) Renn', hb.
Al Hirt’s: Big Tiny Little to 3/15.
Jazz Workshop: Willie Tee and the Souls, tfn.
Jerry Hirt’s: Jerry Hirt, tfn.
Ivanhoe: Art Neville, tfn.
Hole's Korner: Ronnie Kole.
Laura’s: James Rivers, wknds.
Off Limits: David Laste, wknds., afterhours.
Paddock Lounge: Snookum Russell, Thomas
Jefferson, tfn.
Playboy Club: Al Belletto, Bill Newkirk, Dead
End Kids.
Preservation Hall: various traditional groups.
Rendevous Room: Chuck Berlin, tfn.
Sho’ Bar: Don Suhor, tfn.
Steamer President: Crawford-Ferguson Night
Owls, Sat.
Stereo: Roger Dickerson, wknds.
Sylvia’s: Porgy Jones, wknds., afterhours.
Top-of-the-Mart : Paid Guma, tfn.
Touché: Armand Hug, tfn.
Vancresson’s Cafe Creole: Kid Claiborne, tfn.
VIP (Mason's) : June Gardner, Germaine Buz
zile, tfn. James Rivers, Wed.

BALTIMORE
Illuesette: Ted Hawke, Jimmy Weils, Phil Har
ris, Fri.-Sat.
Kozy Korner: Mickey Fields.
Left Bank Jazz Society (Famous Ballroom):
Name jazz groups, Sun.
Meeting Place: Jimmy Wells, Mon.-Sat.
Peyton Place: Greg Hatza, Thur.-Sun.
Playboy Chib: Ted Hawke, Tom Garvin, Donald
Bailey.
” p- —

If you are planning
to move, please let
us know five weeks
before you change
your address. All you
need to do is fill in
this form and attach
the address label
from this issue of
Down Beat, Please
include your Zip
Code.
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_____________ CHICAGO____________
AiFFRO-Arts Theater: The Pharoahs, wknds.
Shows, nightly.
Baroque: Jazz Exponents, Fri.-Sat. Don Ben
nett, Wed.-Thur.
Flower Pot: Judy Roberts, Mon.-Tue.
Good Bag: Lu Nero, Wed.-Sun. Sessions, Mon.Tue.
Hungry Eye: Gene Shaw, Tue.-Thur. Sonny
Cox, Fri.-Sun.
Jazz, Ltd.: Bill Reinhardt.
Kinetic Playground: various rock & blues
groups, wknds.
London House: Tamba Four to 3/23. Jack Mc
Duff, 3-25-4/14. George Shearing, 4/15-5/4.
Lurlenn’s: Name singers. Vernoil Fournier,
wknds.
Mister Kelly's: Larry Novak, Dick Reynolds,
hbs.
Parkway Community House: AACM concerts,
Mon.-Sun.
Pignllc: Norm Murphy.
Playboy Club: Harold Harris, Keith Droste,
Gene Esposito, Joe laco, hbs.
Plugged Nickel: name jazz groups.
Pumpkin Room: unk.
Quiet Knight: Blues, Wed.-Sun.
Rene's Lounge (Westmont) : Chicago Foo I warm
ers, Sun.
Will Sheldon's: Judy Roberts, wknds.
Tejnr Chib: various name groups.

ST. LOUIS

1

I

•

NAME

LOS ANGELES
Ash Grove: Avant-garde jazz. Wed.
Bill of Fare: Chuck Rowen.
Black Fox: Vee Jay, Dave Holden. Perri Lee,
Sun. afternoon, Mon,
Buccaneer (Manhattan Beach): Dave & Suzanna
Miller.
Carribean: Leon Haywood. Red Holloway.
Center Field: Tommy Bush.
Chinn Trader (Toluca Lake) : Bobby Troup.
Jack Sheldon, Joe Mondragon, Sun.-Mon,
Club Cnsbnh: Sonny Payne.
Dino's Lodge: Bill Marx, hb.
Donte’s (North Hollywood): Jazz nightly. Gui
tar Night, Mon. Big Bunds, Sun.
El Mirndor (Palm Springs): Joe Bushkin.
Elks Chib (Santa Ana) : New Orleans Jazz Club
of Southern California, jam sessions 1st Sun.
of each month.
Fire Station Inn (Garden Grove) : Dixieland.
Golden Bull (Studio City) : D*Vaughn Pershing.
Gohlen Galleon (Marina Del Rey) : Page Cav
anaugh. Jazz concerts. Sun.
Hong Kong Bar (Century Plaza) : Erroll Gar
ner tc* 3/23. Woody Herman, 3/2fi-tfn.
Jilly's (Palm Springs) : Willie Restum.
Joker Room (Mission Hills): Bob Jung. Mon.
Lighthouse (Hermosa Beach) : Richard (Groove)
Holmes to 3/23. Mongo Santamaria. 3/24-4/20.
Tom Scott, Sun, afternoon. Bobby Bryant,
Mon.-Tue.
Memory Lane: Tyrone Parsons.
Mickie Finn’s (San Diego) : Dixieland,
Moonfire Inn (Topanga): Gil Melle. Mon.
Parisian Room: Henry Cain, Richard Green,
Pied Piper: Ike Isaacs, Jack Wilson, Sam
Fletcher, Harper Crosby, Karen Hernandez,
Tue.
Pitruzzello’B Restaurant (Riverside) : Edgar
Hayes, Tue.-Sat.
Pizza Palace (Huntington Beach): Dixieland,
wknds.
Playboy Club: Bob Corwin, hb.
Shakey’s (Long Beach, Pico Rivera, Gardena):
Dixieland, wknds.
Shelly’s Manne-Hole: Mose Allison to 3/15.
Spanky Wilson, 3/18-23. Gary Burton, 3/27
4/5. Shelly Manne, Fri.-Mon.
Smokehouse (Encino) : Bobbi Boyle. Joyce Col
lins, Tue. Jazz concerts every 5th Tue.
Tiki Island: Charles Kynard.
Tracton’s: Joe Castro, Bob Mathews.
Voiksgarten (Glendora) : Johnny Catron, Thur.Sat.
Westside Room (Century Plaza) : O. C. Smith,
4/1-20. Lou Rawls, 4/22-5/4.
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Al Baker’s: Gale Belle, tfn.
Bears anil Bulls: Gene Lynn, tfn.
Carlo's: The Marksmen, tfn.
Contak Room: The Troupe, tfn.
El Dorado Lounge: Fred Washington, Lfn.
Esquire Club: Bernard Hutcherson, Fri.-Sat.
Fats States Lounge: Fred Washington, sessions.
Snt. afternoon.
House of the Lions: Roger McCoy, tfn.
Kettle and Keg: Jim Becker, Thur.-Sat. Jeanne
Trevor, Tue.-Thur.
Le Apartment: Dan Win term an He, tfn.
Little Willow: Sam Gardner, tfn,
Mr. C‘s LaCaehette: Gordon Lawrence, tfn,
Mr. Yne’s: Ralph Winn.
Montmarte: Herb Drury, Sat. Jim Bolen. Thur.
Parkway North: Sacco-Walters Duo, tfn.
Playboy Club: Jazz Salerno Quartet, hb. We
Three Trio, tfn.
Spanish Door: Dave Venn, cocktail hr., Mon.Fri, Peanuts Whalum, Mon.-Sat.

"Why

do I say
Slingerland
is the

NOW
percussion?7'

tE BUDDY RICH OUTFIT NO. 80N

1. It's engineered for today's sound,
today's projection. And that's what
I'm mainly concerned about —how
a drum projects, how it gives out
to the crowd.
2. The response is great. When I tap

these drums, the sound is THERE!
3. The snare drum sings, with pure

snare sound.
4. 1 like the great sound of brass you
The drums with the

SET-O-MATiC
tom-tom holder. Just
set it and forget it!

get with the solid brass chromeplated hoops on Slingerland drums.
5. There's no choking up to hem me

in — and the drums are always with me.

is pErEuS5ion

6. Slingerland gives me the finest

tuning with infinite shading variety.
7. It gives me a range as wide as all
outdoors. Whether I'm playing it soft
and easy with a small group or with
full band complement, Slingerland
gives me exactly what I need —
how and when I want it.
8. There's nothing richer than the

deep resonance of this 24-inch bass.
I recommend it for the bigger, fuller
sound of today's music.
"So there you have it—and what I'd
like to see is every serious drummer
playing Slingerland—to me, it's the hip
thing to do!"

SLINGERLAND DRUM CO.;
6633 N. MILWAUKEE AVE.; NILES, ILL. 66648
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